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Mr. Consumer Activist

Renowned Activist Ralph Nader
Addresses USO Law Students on
Evolution of Corporate Culture
Recounts Career as Advocate for
Consumers, Children and
the Environment.

Ralplz Nader Addresses USD Students

SisterHelenPrefean:AnEyewitnessAccount
ofAmericas Capital Punishment System
Sister of St. Joseph of
Medaille devotes her life to
the preservation of others'

San Francisco Chronicle, the St.
Petersburg Times, The Baltimore Sun,
and the St. Anthony Messenger.
·
Sister Preiean, a member of the Sisters
of St. Joseph of Medaille, grew up in
By APRIL SPITZER
Baton Rouge a'!_d has lived and worked in
Pat and his brother Eddie abducted a Louisiana all her life. Her lecture came
teenage couple from lover's lane one from her book; Dead Man Walking: An
-flig-ht~ They raped the--girl-;-,-o~orn··--Eyewitn&s"s Accoutit of the Death ~Penaity in
young people to lie face down and shot the United States, a powerful, moral
them in the head. Ask yourself: Would argumentagainstthe death penalty. The
you want to know such a man? In 1982, book is an in-depth, all-encompassing,
Sister Helen Prejean had to ask herself passionate plight of Prejean to ''convert"
this, and heranswerwas yes. She became those in favor capital punishment or with
a pen pal to a death row inmate, Pat ambivalence on this controversial subject,
Sonnier, and her life changed forever.
to join those opposed to executio~s.
Prejean spoke last Sunday to members
Prejean's lecture,wasofher befriending
of the .USD Law School community. death row inmates, especially Pat
Prejean has lectured extensively on the Sonnicr's plight, and acting as their
subject of capital punishment and has spiritual advisor and friend through their
appeared on ABC World News Tonight, "torture" oflife. She defines this "torture"
60 Minutes, BBC World Service Radio, as the waiting, preparation and
and an NBC special series on the death anticipationtodiewhichisrepeatedagain
penalty. She is supporter of Amnesty andagainoncetheinmat~receivesas~y.
International and works directly with the This furthers hei- argument that capital
organiza t ion to abolish capital punishment is unconstitutional. . It
'\
pun_ishment. Her articles have appear~d
Please,Tum to Page 4, Column J
in a variety of publications including the

I

In The News-

Why does this newspaper look differ-

discredit him allegedly undertaken· by
General Motors. After his book, Nader
began to pur~ue consumer advocacy in
earnest across a wide spectrum. He has
By JAMES KuPERSTEIN
led the fight for child seat laws and for air
On September 23 Ralph Nader spoke bags. Beyond child seats and air bags
to two classes Professor Robert F ellmeth Nader has advocated and fought to
teaches: Child Rights and Remedies, improve auto safety standards and for the
and California Administrative Law and creation and strengthening of the
Practice. Nader spoke to the two classes National Highway Traffic Safety
and took their questions at the Law School Administration. Nader has also worked
before he delivered a -speech to a larger for the successful removal of monosodium
audience at the University Center.
glutinate (MSG) from baby food and his
Fellmeth, Director of the Center for , Health Research Group helped to stop
Public Interest Law and the Children's the use Vioform and Bendectin. Vioform
Advocacy Institute, introduced Nader. was a drug applied to the skin to combat
He noted that Nader, the child of diaper rash, but with potentially toxic
immigrant parents from Lebanon, grew side effects. Bendectin was a morning
up in a small town in Connecticut. Nader sickness drug suspected of causing birth
lived near a small court house where he defects. Nader also fought for the creation
would observe trials and "watch the Iittle of the Consumer Product Safety
guy occasionally win one." Nader Commission which has forced the recall
attended Princeton as an undergraduate and halted marketing on thousands of
and received hisJ.D. from Harvard Law. unsafe a,n d potentially hazardous
Reflecting on the law school products.
·
experience, Nader noted
the
Nader ac;lvocated child-proofing and
transformation of the curriculum. In the anti~tampering requirements on poisons
past, law school had one primary function and hazardous substances,·fought for air
and ..~'thc pias w11s -q1,1ite pronouneed/' .. and wa-ter poHution Control, ~nd"Sued t ~ , "We were being trained to serve the prevent price fixing, dumping an.a cartel . ·,.
corporations," said Nader. Courses such practices in the mil~ industry. M\ny of
as Child Rights and Remedies or the abuses Nader advocates against have
Environmental Law were simply not a disproportionate effect on children .
available. Nader began his career as a Naderrealizes that children are the most
consumer advocate in law school when under-represented group in. the nation,
he published an article dealing with and he works to strengthen their position.
products liability and the automobile. It
Nader maintains strong beliefs about
was one of the first studies of the dangers children and the negative affect
of cars.
"corporate culture" has on them. He
After graduation Nader became argues that corporate culture has, in many/ 7
nationally recognized with the cases,.taken the place of the family unit
publication of his book _Unsafe At Any and is bringing up our children, "Kinder
Speed and the subsequent investigation
Please Tum to Page 4, Column 1
into Nader's personal life to try and

I

USD School QfLaw is now home to a
centerfold. We reprint a photo of law

ent? Several views in our Centerfold.
(Articles starting on Page 7)

student Victor Felix.
(Article on Page 3)

•••

From a piece you've never been to
comes a Bar Review you'll never forget.
(Article on Page 5)

Our True Romance correspondent
te.lls the story of her bridesmaidship.
(Miele on Page 11)

•••

•••

Multiculturalism is defended from a
recent attack in these pages.
(Letter on Page 15)

. Free Agency wreaks havoc on America's

pastime. Eric Siegler opines.
(Article on Page 15)
Driving safely is notthe only way to save
• • •
lives. See article on Kids Plates
S&MPhotographerpromotcs uglification
(Article on Page 3)
of the student body.
• • •
, .. ·.,\'•.
·
(Article on Page 11)

•••

Are your formulated on the Clinton·.·,,., · .
• • •
health care plan? See K. Michael~TheThreeBigs. Onenian'spe~pective.
Kemper for one view.
(Arlicl 3 on Page 13)

1 ;.

·

(Miele on Page 14)

It Only Looks Tranquil On The Outside...
Experience the maelstrom of the name game as editors, writers, professors,
students ' SBA councilors and the dean
have at it. While the outc.o me is obvious,
read about the procedures, the opinions and the upcoming debates in our
CENTERFOLD. Beginning on page 7.
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What's New at the LRC: New Book Arrival
FROM FRANKLIN

A. W~N

&.ior Refen:na Libmria11
Barkan, Steven R. Protesten 011 Trial:
Crimilial Justia i11 tlte Soutl,em Civil Ritfits
a,u/ Viet110111 AlllnoarMovemetlls. Analyzes
theuseofpoliticaltrialsduringthcSouthcm
civil rightsandVietnamantiwarmovcmcnts
as a ~ethod of promoting or impeding
1social and political change.
Begg. P.F.C. Corporate Acq11isitio11S IY
Mergers, Tl,inl &litio11. Provides a lucid,
informative, and above all practical guide
to the legal, financial, and administrative
i~ues which arise in the course of merger
and acquisition activity.
Bellamy, John. T/,e Tlllior Lm,; of T1MS011:
An /111rodudio11. Examines the scope of the
l"ilw of treason, noting the inheritance from
the-Middle Ages; the cause, design, and
-effectiveness of the new treason statutes,
the -legal notations incorporated, and the
interpretation of the law by the judiciary.
Belli, Melvin M. &adyfort/,e Plaintiff: T/,e
.Lawyer Life Calkdt/,e King of Torts. Raises
questions by one of the very best trial
lawyers practicing today in the United States
about the practice of law and the jury trial
system.
Blair, Roger D. Monopsony: Antitrust Ltno
anil &onomics. Draws on microeconomic
theory and antitrust law, and explores the
implications of monopsony, or buying
· power, (or antitrust policy.
Bradley, CraigM. TheFailureoftlteCriminal
Proadure Rt:volution. Argues that no shift in
ideology, no commitment ofresources, and
no ·refinement of Supreme Court
jurisprudence would resolve the
inadequacies of the current system.
Brake!, Samuel Jan, et al. The Mentally
Disabkd and the Law. Provides detailed
information for those who require
specificity, and it is so clearly organized that
persons seeking only a more general view
can easily gain that information without
becoming mired in the complexities of this
increasingly complex body of laws.
Briden, Timothy. Moore's lntrodudion to
EnglisflCanonLaw, Thirri&iition. Provides
information for lawyers, theologians, and
laypeople about the law of the Church of
England and its relationship to the rest of
canon law and to the law of the land.
Chinkin, Christine. Third Pafties in
lnternatio110I Law. Examines the impact
upon.the traditional bilateral framework for
the regul;tion of international affairs that
· has been made by the ,accommodation of
third party claims and interests.
Cowan, Geoffrey. See No Evil: The Backstage
Battle OvtJr ~ and Violence in Television.
Shows how a small circle of men continues
to dominate television programqiing with
an eye on the ratings rather d:ian on _the_
content of their shows.

Coyle, Dennis J. Property Ritfits anti t/,e
Constitutio11: Sluzping Society Tkrougl, lontl
Use Regulation. Discusses current trends in
the constitutional protection of economic
liberties.
Davies, Leonard E. . Anatomy of Cross
Examination. Offers litigators a bold new
look at the do 'sand don 'ts ofeffective cross
examination.
Edwards, Charles S. H11go Grotius: Tke
Mimcle of Holland; A,r Examination of tlte
Political anti Legal Tluory of Rago Grotius,
Wl,o A1temp/NJ to Provide a Neu Order in
lnternatio,ra/ Sociely in tlte 17tfl Cenlllry.
Provides a new interpretation of the major
aspects of Grotius' work and the relevance
of his work for the present age. Grotius,
bom in the Netherlands in 1583, was a
scholar, jurist, and a statesman, a poet and
dramatist, a philosopher and a theologian.
Gardner, Jane F. Being a Roman Citizen.
Examines ·in detail what the particular
disabi Ii ties were which affected each group
of citizens, and also what the practical
implications of there were for the conduct
of daily life.
Garry, Patrick. An American Paradox:
Censonflip in a Nation of Free Speech.
Examinesthechangirignatureofccnsorship
and the social impulses that produce it.
Greenberg, Douglas, et al., eds.
Constitutionalism IY Democracy: Transitions
in the Contemporary World Addresses the
political changes in the world such as the
dissolution of the- Soviet Union, the
increasing unity of Western Europe, and
the evolution of democracy in Eastern
Europe.
Hans, Valerie P. Judgingthelury. Explores
many questions such as can juries get the
facts straight? Is it influenced by wealth,
glamour, celebrity, race and sex? Are the
famous more likely to be acquitted? Can a
lawyer stack a jury in his favor? How much
does a judge sway the jury?
Harding, Arthur L, ed. Ff'l!I! Man,r,,ndHis
Government. Examines four particular
liberties long considered essential to a free
and open society.
Harris, William F. Tfle Interpretable
Constitution. Examines three features of
American constitutional ism thatare usually
taken for granted: the Constitution's
authoritativeness, its written character, and
its consequent readability.
_
Holstein, James A. Courl-onlen:d Insanity:
Interpretative Practice and /nvol11ntary
Commitmmt. Argues that the decisions to
commit are products of conversations -in
h~arings, that the ways in which patients
are identified and responded to as concrete
instancesof"dcviancc" or"soci,d problems"
arc constituted throug~ such dialqgu_e :
Judges, DonaldP. Hait/Cfloices,LostVoices:
llOfl1JtkAbortionConflictflasD~America,

Congressional Research
Made Easier at the LRC

DistortedConstitutio110I Rigl,ts, andDamaged
tl,e Courts. Provides clear and pertinent
By SUSHILA SELNE$
information on the sociological, medical,
Documents/Microfomzs Li!,mria,,
historical, and legal aspects of abortion,
You can now avoi_d much of the complex
with equal attention to the arguments of
index searching formedy needed to locate
pro-life and pro-choice forces.
Kairys, David. WitA Li/Jnty and JIIS/it:e for congressional materials for your research
Some: a Critique oftlte Conservative Suprnne projects.
Do you need statistics on drug arrests and
Co11rt. Evaluates the conservative record,
assesses legal reasoning and the rule oflaw seizures in majorurban areas? Perhaps you
in society, and develops an approach to · are looking •for reports of the Office of
protection and enforcement of freedom, Technology A~ment (OTA) on the
altemativestoanimal use in research, testing
equality, and democracy.
Kwitny, Jonathan. Aqzptahle Rish: T/,e . and education? Howabouta 1987rcporton
&plosive Po/ilia ofLifew-. Proftti11 Amem;a the philosophical,,tegal and social aspects
~ flou hloo COllrDJJ!OIIS mm fo11gl,t tlte FDA to of surrogate decision making for elderly
save tko11Santls ofAIDSJJ!zfie,,ts, anti dlo,rt,Jd individuals? Or are you looking for a
tlte dr11g illdtlstry fonver. Illuminates the transcript of • the Senate Judiciary
complex human issues of courageous . Committee h~ring ori the Supreme Court
rebellion to for~ thegovemmcnttochange nominee Robert H. Bork? You can find all
its procedures for approving drugs not only these and more by searching Sally, the
for those affected by AIDS, but for all online catalgg of the USO libraries.
These materials are included in the
terminallyill patients whose health might ·
be improved ot pr~longed by drugs microfiche coll~ction of congressional
needlessly delayed under federal testing .,materials reprod~ccd and distributed by
the ·Congressional Information Service
requirements.
McKendrick, Ewan, ed. Commen:ia/Aspects .(C,S). Coverage begins in 1970 and the
of Trusts .and Fiduciary Obligations. collection includes over 70,000 titles
Demonstrates both theimpact~fthe law of including .congrc~sional hearings,
trusts and the law of fiduciaries upon such committee prints, House and Senate reports,
diverse subjects as company law and Executive reports, public laws and
insolvency law, and the continuing need for miscellaneous publications of the
further discussion on the relationship Congressional BudgetOfli<;cand the Office
of Technology Assessment.
between equity and commercial law.
Until now a researcher had to use paper
Perry, Richard J. Apache Res~ation:
Indigenous Peoples and the America11 State. indexes to locate desired materials. While the
Considers the historical development of indexing is very thorough and provides access
the reservation system and its contemporary via many different points, one has to identify
relationship to the American state, with the appropriate volumes for coverage and look
comparisons to similar phenomena in through multiple sections. All this has now
changed. This past summer the LRC
Canada, Australia, and South Africa.
Shenefield, John H. Tfle Antit,ust Laws: A purchased computer tapes containing
Primer. Discusses the origins and objectives cataloging recordsdescribin~ the publications
of the anti trust laws, setting forth the terms in the CIS collection. The tiist segment,
of the Sherman, Clayton, and FTC acts; covering the years 1981-1989, has been loaded
and describes the institutional setting in ontoSally,ouronlinecaralog,andyoucannow
find them by using Sally rather man the pa~r .
which the laws are applied.
·
Stanley, Robert. Dimensions of Law in tl,e indexes. You can use the same search
Seroice ofOrder. Origins oftlie Federal Income procedures that you follow to find other
Tax, 1861-19/3. Provides a detailed and materialsonSally-tidesearch,subjectscarch,
often surprising, accountofhow a permanent keyword search, even author search, using the
income tax was enacted into law in the congressional committee as the author for a
particular congressional documenL
United States.
The publisher is releasing the tapes in
Stern, RobertM. ed. TheMu/tilatera/Trot.ing
System: Analysis and Options for Cflange. · stages, and we will acquire full coverage as
Provides an analytical approach to most of it becomes available. All 70,000 records
the major items on the agenda of the will be added to Sally by December 1994,
Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade if the publisher stays on sched"ule. The
Negotiations, which was convened in 1986 online catalog will become a one-stop search
station fo~ any rese~rche,r heeding·
undc;r the auspices of the GATT.
Watson,Alan. Lega/Tnmsplants:A,rApproam cbngressional materials. ·_'
lo Compamtive Lm,;, S«ond Edition. Puts
forth a clear a,yf ~nd~ statement of the
controversial t~esis on the way the law has
. .
developed throughout -history.
CJujstop.;;~-~tt-Tru~
~obert Little
. · '. Di,ri!tl,- !l}_P,JJ/it:atiotrs
Edit,,r:
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Pro Bono Legal Advocates Moving Forward On Several 'Fronts
.
By CATHY SMITH
Pto Bono Legal Advocates started off the
Fa11' 1993 semester with the first year
orkhtation. Interest was high at the
oii'e'ntation, as was participation in Pro
Bon'o's two informational meetings held
August 26.. Pro Bono is organizing and
supervising the following six programs this
semester.
The Domestic Violence Temporary
Restraining Order Clinic is organized by
Nin_a Golden in oonjunction with the San
Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program.
Volunteers will be trained to help persons
threatened with or experiencing domestic
vio1cnce apply for temporary restraining
orde.rs. TheworkisoonductcdattheDomestic
Violence Tcmpoouy Rcstr.tiningOrderClinic
located downtown in Farnily Court.
_!he Juvenile Hall project is run by
Cqunney Wheeler. Because this program
is directly linked with the oourts and

detention system, voti.anteers must pass a ·
background check. Once one has paid off
all one's parking tickets, one can visit the
Hall at your convenience and play cards,
board games or just talk with juveniles who
are playing the waiting game.
. The Mediation Project, also run by
Wheeler, is organized in conjunction with
the San Diego MediationCenter. Students
arc trained as volunteer mediators and
provide on-site mediations at the
Claircmont Small Claims Court through
August 1994.
·
The Mentoring Project is run by Francis
Quevedo. This program matches up law
school students with local Kcamy Mesa
High School students'. The mentor helps
students gain information regarding posthigh school education.
The Supplemental Security Income
project is organized by Terry Smith also in
conjunction with the San Diego Volunteer .

Lawyers Program. Students are assigned a
client whose ~I request has been denied
and work with the client through the appeals
process. Proj~ctsgenerally run in duration
of one year.

~

Elizabeth Genel
Marragi,,g Editor

Geoff Morriaon

Feat•res &litor

J-.nes Kupentein

Dir«l~rofAdvettisi11g
< _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Lastyear'sAIDS Foundation Projcct--in
SCHOOL OP LAW
which students volunteered at the Monday ·
Alcala Park
evening clinic.to help AIDS patients create
San Diego, CA 9Zl 10
thcirwills-'-is ongoing, but may be changing
Staff Hditora: Eric Sie&ler, Tom Tumer
a bit in form and function. Those interested
can contact Golden for the latest StaffWriten: Rich Ames, John Arens, Jim Ballard,
.Ernest Bell, Colleen Curtin; Brad Fields, Laleaque
information.
Grad, K. _Michael Kempe,, Kathryn Meola, Sunil
Any students interested in volunteering Moorjani, Analee Nations, F ranees Quevedo, Belinda
Etezad Rachman, Robin Segal, Cathy Smith, Holly
for these programs can reach the project Sorensen,
April Spitzer, Emil Wohl.
coordinatorbylcavinganoteinhermailbox
or the Pro Bono Legal Advocates mailbox. Published eight times each year.
Phone numbers of project coordinators as Advisor•: Carrie Wilson and Maimon Schwarzduld
well as faculty advisors and administrative
. Adve~iainll: For Information and availability call
board members are located on the Pro Bono 619 260-4600 ext. 4343.
·
Board on the first floor of the Law School,
oryou can s~pby the Pro Bono office in the
University Center.
Uruver&ily of&in Diego
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Victor Felix: Typical Lawyer or the Next Fabio?
but they wouldn't go for the bow-tie and
By LARISSA A.J. KEHOE
These ·days, there is someone of the glasses."
Felix is shown adjacent to a brief
calendar pin up persuasion wandering
around the halls of the University of Sari biography. A 31-year-old who enjoys wind
surfing, volleyball, dancing and reading
Diego School of Law.
Anyone who has taken a trip to the USD science fiction, Felix has goals which include
Bookstore recendy may have noticed a running his own patent law firm and having
certain calendar featuring "Real Men" of six kids. (Felixiscurrentlyunmarried.) He
USD. Flip-through the calendar to July, expresses concerns for the two-party
political system,•
and one will spot
racial division, the
the Law School's
economy
and
own Victor 'Felix.
access to higher
The second year
education among
law student and
Boston University
minorities.
Reactions from
graduate
is
Felix's classmates
featured in living
were positive. "I
black-and-white
think that chest
gazing out at the
hair was pretty
viewer with what
impressive,"
one fellow·· law
stated
Cyrus
student called "a
come-hither" look
Seradj. Laleaque Grad
on his face.
whispered, "I
As to how Felix
don't know what
came to pose for the
to say, it was an
calendar, he said,
awesome sight!"
"I was working out
Victor Felix
"He looks like a
at the gym and
Tyffany Moneque Howard, photographer playboy guy!" noted one womah as she
for Noir Dame Creations, which produced glanced at the sexy pose.
"What a hulking piece of man-meat,"
the calendar just came up and asked." He
continued, "I have no idea what they were bellowed Jack Krona, "Tasteful, yet oh so
trying to accomplish with this.. .l didn't get chic."
paid for it. It wasn't for money or anything.
Although one professor shook his head
"I was one of the few [models] that kep~ upon seeing Felix's pin up pose, and
some clothes on.. .l wish I'd kept my tie on, muttered, "That's minus push points." ·

Phi Alpha Delta Announces Activities
By RICH AMES
Just because you failed to become a·Phi
Alpha Delta member doesn't mean that
you,.ca~ ',~partjc:ipllte in the growing li,st of
P .A.O. sponsored activities! This semester,
P.A.D. is organizing a used outline and
book sale, day with a judge, and guest
speaker Charlie Whitebread. Also, P.A.D.
issponsoringaski trip to Tahoe over Martin
Luther King weekend. These events are
open to all law stud~nts, with priority
consideration given to P.A.D. members.
•Read on for details.
Tohelpredistributeusedbooksandoudines,
PAD. ~hol{lingasaleto be held October 1322. Bringyourused oudines, flashcards, etc.,
to the PAD. o~ in the Writs during the
wcckofOct.11-15,bctwcen llam-lpmand
4pm-6pm. The following week, P.A.D. will
sell the books for you, retaining a small
perocntageofdx:proa:cds. Evaypnebendits!
In Day With.AJudge, participants spend

a day with a judge in San Diego, and get a
unique opportunity to view the proceedings
ofa courtroom from a different perspective.
P.A.D.
members get priority placeqient,
r -.
i
but all are welcome i:o sigri up. A rare treat!
Finally, keep your eyes open for
information about the ski trip to be held
over Martin Luther King weekend, the first
weeken~ after Christmas break. Qan. 1417). The package includes three nights
lodging and two days lift tickets, in addition
to many more perks. The deposit is due·by
November 8, so don't delay! ·The first
person to bringinfivedepositswill win two
Aztec football tickets for SDSU's October
23game.
Come by the P.A.D. office for
information, or watch for details in Sidebar
on these and otherupcoming events! Also,
to get discounts available: only to P.A.D.
members, watch for new membership
Opf)Ottunities next semester.
t

:
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Kids' Plates Aid Children's Welfare
By SUNJL MOORJANJ
Driving safely is not the only way
California motorists can save lives. The
purchase of a State of California's "Kids'
Plate" will help fund child safety and heal th
programs w!iich have been reduced or
eliminated because of recent California
budget cuts.
Under a new law authored by Assembly
Member Jackie Speier and sponsored by ·
the Center for Public Interest Law's
Children's Advocacy Institute (CAI), the
DepartmehtofMotorVehicleswill produce
and distribute Kids' Plates. One can chose
one of four symbols--a heart shape, a fivepointstar, a child's hand print, ora plus sign.
After admi_nistrative costs, the revenue
generated from the Kids' Plates program
will be deposited into a new Child Health
and Safety Fund, which will be used to
make the refonns outlined in Speier's law
a reality. The money will be allocat_ea fo(
the following: 50% for chi Id care heal th aruJ;
~afety licensing and enforcement reform~,
25% for child abuse and neglect prevention

Moot Court's Tort Compe~ition
By KAIBRYN E. MEOI.A
The Moot Court Board held its first
appellate advocacy competition
September 22-24. Kirk Donnelly won
the competition, which dealt with a tort
issue. Robert Beal took second, followed
by Cindy Freeland and Russell Gold.
Betsy Gardner received awards as both
Best Oralist and Best Respondent's Brief.
Aleida Kreitz received honors for her
Petitioner's Brief.
The three-round competition was .
judged by practicing attorneys. The final
round was judged by three USO alumni:
Monty McIntyre of Thompson &
McIntyre, Willia_m Hitt of Hitt &
Pinkerton, and Rhonda Cartwright of the
California Attorney General.'s office.
The fictional fact pattern dealt with an
injury to a professional hockey player.
During the 1992 Professional Ice Hockey
Season, Coach Don Wilson, in his third
year as coach of the Anaheim Mighty
Ducks, recruited Chuck Douris to .the
team. Over the year, Wilson witnesses
two incident's of Douris' violent nature.
The Disney Corporation, owner of the
Mighty Ducks, instituted a policy of
passive playing, which resulted in the
Mighty Ducks losing many games and
the erosion of fan support and respect
from other teams.
During their first match, the Mighty
Ducks were humiliated by cross-town
rivals the Los Angeles Kings. Douris was
outraged when Kings player Rob Blade
hurt a Mighty Duck player. Disney and

Wilson then instructed the team tO :P.IJl'Y
"real hockey" and emphasized Blade,:~
reputation as the Kings' greatest aS$C,l,,.,
During a second game betwee_n, ,tp¢
Kings and the Mighty Ducks, Coach
Wilson instructed players to hit .moi:e
aggressively and told Douris it was up_to,
him to stop the Kings. Wilson then n~~~,!aj
that Douris had carved a sharp edge;~9 lri~
hockey blade. After a locker roo111,P~P
talk, Wi.lson assigned Douris to .,pJ~¥
opposite Blade. Douris checked Black
against a wall and slashed Blade with ithG
sharp edge ofhisstick, resulting in injury_t(]_)
Blade.
, •
Blade brought suit against Wilson. Wil&Pl!
won in lower courts by contending th:tt.»,~
did not owe a duty to Blade· to control th<.
conductofhis player or to warn Blade of the
potential danger. Blade contends on appeal
that the Coach had a duty due to the specjaJ
relationship between Wilson and his playe_r,
He further contends that the Coach ow:es
him a duty based on Wilson having cre;iteq
a risk of harm.
The next moot court event is the National
Criminal Procedure Competition. Moot
Court Board member Denise Draper wrote
the problem. Oral arguments will be hdd
October 21-23.
The Jessup International Law
Competition will be held November l Q_
The International Law Competition is an
intra-school competition, but the winner
will participate in the National JessuP.
International Law Competition in the
spnng.

The Competitors:

Rich Hidalgo
Susan James
Julie Jardine
Cory J. King
Juliana Knudson
Leigh Kretzschmar*
Aleida Kreitz
Brian Lebrecht
Anne Lorentzen
Doug Muehlhauser
Mike Murphy

* advanced to semi-final round
" altemate competitor
Anne-Margaret Bartish
Robert,aeafl\*
Seth Bobroff
Frank Bottini
David Cheeseman
Patrick Cooney*
Siobhan Cullen
Lance Dougherty
Albert Delzeit*
Kirk Donnelly"
Mike Dorazio"
Dennis Duchene

Deborah Enger
Ron Espinoza
Victor Felix
Jesse Finlayson*
Cindy Freelanc:t•
Betsy Gardner*
RusseH·Gold"

LaleaqueGrad
Matt Greco
Michelle Green•

.~ . .;-,;

Kristen Parker
Wendy PhiHips
Eric Prosser*
Mike Rogers
Michael Romeo

Bruce Rosen
Sean Schwerdtfeger
Kristi Shelton*
David Speckman
Tim Tatro
Monica Tiana
Jo Lynn Vak>ff'
Steve Veiss

,;,

.::,,

Robin Wahr
Devon Wctltz

programs, and 25% for ~hild Injury _ ofKids'PlatesincludethcPTA,GirlSoouts, statistics. ·
prevention programs such as drowning Junior -~gue, Children Now, Children's
Uni_ntentional injury is the numhc:r
prevention, gun safety, vehicular safety, Lobby, Consortiµm for the Prevention ~f one: killernfchildren-more than all disea~,
bicycle safety, playground safety, and poison Child Abuse, and the Child Care Resource combined. More than 2,900 children
control and safety. The Kids' Plates will & Referral Agency.
·
California are killed each year from ~eat;Jily '
providecontinualfundingfortheseessential
The law requires the. supporters of the prevcntal:>le acci~ents in~olving bicyci~s~'
•
t
~:; •
protections for children and families. . It's Kids' Plates program te> collect 5,000 vehicles, guns, playgrounds, swimming
the nation's first vanity plate program to applications by December 31 before OMV _ pools, cribs, poisons, stairs, fiJe~ . irid ,:
benefit children, and the first to use these will begin to produce and distribute the inappropriately designed toys.
symbols. _,
license plates. After the ' initial 5,000
California repqrts the most child abi.iiicThe cost of a Kids' Plate depends on applic~ti~ns have been mailed to deaths in the nation-last year 109Calif~rriia ,
whethertheapplicantwantsapersonalized Sacramento, Californians will be able to children died from child abuse.
·' -~,:
plate or a standard plate with a Kids' Plate order a Kids' Plate at their local DMV.
In a typical day in San Diego~2~9
symbol. randomly placed on the plate by
So far, almost 2,50(} Californians have children will be reported abused' ~~'
.
•
•
. "'' ,,._ J
DMV. A personalized Kids'Plate oosts$50 -submitted their complet_e d . applic~tions. neglected. ·
_
. -~· .. ;,
initially and $40 to renew each y~ar. . A. Disneyjustr~cc11tlybought300Kids;Plates - In California 600,000 children uncfor
regular -or standard Ki4s'. .J.>la~ co;~ '$20 f~r th~ir v~hides, indud111g I (HEA~T) . th~ age ~f P .are cared f~r i n out-qf-hom~ ,
initially anc~ $15 to reu"ew e~ch year. , ' DISNEY. ·
· '
·
· · · licensed child qare facilities, and an~th~r·:
"Once this program is up ~nd running;
IfZ,500 more C;lif~rni~n's do n'ot order a 600,000arecar~dforinm1regulatedo9i~f: ';
.
. .
. .: ....
wilJ ge11erate between $10 million and$20 Kids' Plate by December 31, everything-- home day care ~r latchkey ~ituat_ions. ,, , .
m_illiona y«?3rforchildren's programs," said the Kids' Plates program, the Health and
.• .,,,.·
Steve Barro.;, CAi's dire~tor of policy Safety F~nd, anc;I the proposed reforrits of · Kith' Plates applications a,.;availa/JleoP,(!Je ...
advocacy. "This will allow Californians to theSpeierlaw--will beelimi11atedandchild USD'campusa11/ieC!,ildrm'sAdvocaq Institute .
save kids' lives while they drive."
advocates will have to s tart all ov'-1" again. in 1/,e CPIL offices.
Inaddition toSpeierandCAI,supporters
Supportc:B of the plates not.e alarming
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Professor Brian Leiter, USD's Newest Addition,
Brings lnterdisciplinaiy Experience toJurisprudence

SBA President's Report

By BRAD FIELDS
semester. Always a long and difficul t
The SBA is the student government of p rocess, I feel t hat th is se mester's
BY ANALEE NATIONS
and journals of philosophy around th e the law school. We work with the various committee put in a great effo rt.
San Diego recently became home to country, as well as England and Australia. student groups, the , law scho o l
Fall Elections: Each of the first-yea r
Professor Brian Leiter, USO Law School's In January of 1994, Professor Leiter will administration, the USO administration, sections elected a representative to the
newest faculty member. " ljustliked the comment on a paper presented by noted and others to ensure that the voice of the SBA. The winners were: Rich Ames,
intellectual tenoroftheschool," Professor philosopher Hilary Putnam at the law school student is heard. Although section A; Sheila Mahmoudi, section B;
Leiter explained, whenaskedwhatdrewto Jurisprudence Section of the Association the various councilors are either elected Mike Connor, section C; and David
· him to San Diego and to USO Law School in of American Law Schools at the annual by the students or appointed by student Krause, section E. Each of these students
particular. "USO has a very strong nacional convention in Orlando, Florida.
groups, .w e are continually interested in is now voting member of the SBA and
reputation for interdisciplinary work in law
Despite an obvious affinity for hearing the opinions of students who are will be attending our weekly meetings .
and philosophy. And the fact that I'd be given academia, ,Professor Leiter is no stranger not actively involved in the SBA. We First-years .. . make sure to use them as a
the opportunity to teach Constitutional Law to the practice of law. As a litigation hold our general meetings every resource. They have a great deal of
certainly helped, too!" He is indeed associate with a large New York City Wednesday, at4:30pm in the Horseshoe · contact with' the various student g roups
teaching ConLaw this semester, as well fi rm , he handled primarily comme rcial Room. I would like to invite you co· as well as other members of the SBA.
as Jurisprudence.
litigati on before striki ng ou t on h is own attend at least one meeting during the Also, in th e fall elections, over 85% of the
As an unde rgraduate, Professor Leiter as a part-time solo practitioner.
year to find out what we do. Agendas fo r students vo ted fo r the SB~ byla~s/
majored in philosophy at P rinceton
Professor Leiter enjoys San Diego _ SBA meetings are usually posted around · constitution split. In a nutshell, we split
University; and will soon hang a Ph.D . .in living and can be found sampling the the first floor of the law school at least one our bylaws into a constitution and bylaws
philosophy on the wall next to his J.D. wealth of restaurants around town. His day before the meeting. Also~ each of our to allow students an opportunity to retain
He earned both graduate degrees from wife Sheila Sckolowski, a healthcare , executive board members currently holds the power to control the SBA's important
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. consultant still living in New York City, office hours in the SBA office on different and general provisions, through the
His written work appears in law reviews plans to join him here in January.
days. Look on the SBA office door to find constitution, while allowing the SBA an
out who is in when. Please stop by and opportu nity to develop a more effective
for every argument that can be made by voice your opinions regarding important working body cl rules through the bylaws.
DeathPenalty
those for capital punishment. This articl e issues in t he law school.
Follow-up Orientation: On Septe m ber
(Continued From Page 1)
is not a n attempt to distinguish wh ich
T he SBA sponsored many e ve nts and 28, approximately one-hal f of the firstvi olates t he Ei g h t h Amendmen t viewpoi nt is "right." Just for the record, activi ties in the past few weeks, including: yearclass attended follow-up orientation.
p ro tection against cruel and u nusual I am generally an advocate for capita l
Mentor Program: The Mentor Program They heard information regarding stress
punishment. Prejean continues her stance punishment; yet, Prejean did point out went extremely well. A large number of management and substance abuse and
by stating the death penalty is some interesting factors (only some of first-years signed up for and me t their got a chance to hear upper- class students
administered randomly. Roughly 23,000 which I have mentioned above) that I mentors at the reception held September talk about the first-year professors.
homicides occur each year in the United had not considered. I was persuaded by 9. If you did not meet your mentor/ Thanks to Eric Siegler for a great job
States. IApproximately 4,000 are · her passion and experience on this issue mentee and need to find out his/her in organizing this event.
convicted of murder and only one percent to gain a better knowledge of "the other nai:ne, or ifyou stil I need a mentdf, contact
Halloween Party: The SBA
are selected to receive the death penalty. side," and I purchased her book to Renae Adamson in the SBA of.fic;:e.
Halloween Party will be Friday,
T~ere are alternatives to this form of continue this education.
Budget Committee Meeting-. On September October 29. Look around the law
justice. One example is that California
At her book-signing after the lecture, I 11, the SBA Budget Committee met to school for more information. Don't
judges now have the option of sentencing mentioned my apprehension of divide up the SBA 's money for the fall miss it!
convicted capital murderers to life in abolishing the death penalty and
prison withqut.the possibility of1parole. reminded her that one should not and
No "ppeallr process is allowed, thus . cannot forget what these people did to
assuringthepublicthatthosewhocommit receive this sentence of death. Prejean
atrocious crimes will never be free. How reminded me that she is no less friend
If you can write, if you can edit, if you noticed the spelling error
constitut1oni(i; this? In this instance, .to the victim's families than she is to the
in our last ad, if you think you can do our jobs better than we can,
aren't .we denying the criminal due victim's killer, but she cannot stand by
process?
silently and watch the system destroy life
then put your effort where your mouth is and come on down!
Did you know that it costs more to so brutally. I did find her arguments
In order to provide you with the best newspaper possible, we
execute one person than to support them compelling because she truly has an
need contributors.
in prison for their entire life? A 1982 understanding of both sides of this issue;
study done in New )'."ork concluded that however, I cannot say that she changed
We don't care what you write about, we'll print it. News,
the average murder trial and the first my mind. Rather, this only makes my
stages of appeal cost taxpayer~ $1.8 effort for a better understanding of "the
Opinion, Sports, Entertainment, or even the Law! Deliver your
milli6n--more than twtce as much as it other side" even more important, ifl am
entry to us on either a Mac or IBM formatted disk, in any
costs to keep a person in prison for life. to stanc~ by my own personal ethics and
- wordprocessor file, we can deal with it.
This cost excludes the expenses of the continue to be an advocate of capital
sta-y on death row and the actual punishment.
You may have noticed that this issue of the paper,is relatively
Prejean 's intensity and experience was
execution. Prejean further argues that
the death penalty is irreversible. As the engrossing as she shared her acc~unt of
free from any photographic contamination, you can remedy that.
number of executioris increase, so does the execution of Pat ·Sonnier and her
Send us your photos, we''ll print them!
the probl!~ility of error. A 1987 Stanford views on the death penalty .' My
Law Review study showed that in this exploration of this issue has only just
We need a new copy editor, anybody with any sen'se of proper
country, 23 innocent people have been begun and I hope you also take the
spelling or grammar is welcome to try!
executed in the past century. Regardless opportunity to solidify your views or
of what happens after the execution, expand them. I find the words inscribed
there is nothing anyone can do to retrieve
to me by Prejean at the book-signing
For further information, contact Elizabeth Genel, Bob Little or
the life of the dead. But what if...?
appropriate to end this article: "Gladly
Chris Trunzo, come to our office in Room 114C of the Hahn
Capital pun.ishment is a highly do I share with you this journey of the
University
Center, or call us at 260-4600, ext. 4343. Thank You!
controversial issue. There are "but ifs" heart."
0
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to stop this "commercial imperative" by
assigning
accountability and legal
(Continued From Page 1)
responsibility to the corporations behind
Care is raising them, McDonalds is it, not simply blaming this loss of social
feeding them, HBO is entertaining them, values on the · "mass culture." Nader
and Philip-Morris is addi~ting them." asserts that it is hard for adults to control
· Nader also po inted at the increased the corporate culture because we also
violence that children grow up with such grew up with it and therefore don' t
as virtual reality video games like "Mortal condemn it. "The commercial imperative
Combat" as contributing to the is like a tidal wave. Each time it eats up a
"electronic child molestation" of our new frontier and,we don't question it. It
young people. Nader maintains that increases in size like a coral reef and gets
because of what corporate culture is worse and worse." The goaf of the
selling our children their attention spans commercial imperative, Nader said, is to
are shorter, they don't read as much, they . make a passive consumerreactto advertising
don't engage in conversation and they like Pavlov's dog might react to a ringing
are "segregated in the video world." He bel I. Nader summed up hts theories on the
calls this loss of social skills the commercial imperative by noting that "the
"abandonment of children to the corporation is the most expert seller of
commercial imperative." Nader wants sensuality the world has ever known." All

Nader

individuals are susceptible to it, especially participation. Nader is a staunch opponent
at a young age.
of the current trend toward no-fault auto
Nader 's answer to the corporate insurance. He sees this movement as robbing
imperative is education and political people of their fundamental right to take part
participation. For instance, according to in the political process. Othernegativeaspects
N aderwe need to.learn which corporations of no-fault insurance, according to Nader, are
are responsib le for such things as . that it robs us of our right to legal counsel, and .
aggressive marketing tactics where the it is dehumanizing. People are treated like so .
company attempts to achieve a high "nag much chattel because they are not awarded
factor." This is a point, says Nader, where pain and suffering, or the award is severely
the child is lured so strongly by the limited.
advertising they see that he or she will nag
With tools such as mass civil
their parents until the parents feel so participation in the political process at a
guilty that they are compelled to purchas~ l'ocal, state, and national level, as well as
the toy for their child. Next, asserts _a public educated about the "corporate
Nader, we need to label these companies, take~verofAmerica" only then, according
not let them hide behind the veil of mass to Nader, we can stop the encroachment
culture and hold them accountable for of the corporation into duties and values
their actions.
normally reserved for the family and "win
Nader is also ·a strong believer in civic one for the little guy."
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Molo~ov Coffee: Rambling_s On About
Caffeine, Coffee Houses, Cinema

B/IRRE{I/Elt/:
TlfELI/IEl!/IRE
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does have an extensive selection of teas,
By ERNEST BELL
Of the appropriations of past trends over 17 flavors. At worst, the drinks are
transmogrified and sterilized by '90s palatable and the prices are moderate: $.90
entrepreneurial ingenuity, I admitpaniality fora healthy-sized cup 'o joe,$1.40 for what
Doug calls "David Koresh coffee," served
to Led-nny Kravitz and coffee houses.
I could be mistaken in recognizing coffee in a monster saucer big enough to bathe in.
houses as aSOs phenomenon--I'msure they Breakfast is served mornings, assorted
"Warm friends, cold br✓cr" read the Live Wire T-sh irts available
have had a long, snobbishly proud tradition pastries for the remainder of the day. c.)
behind the bar for ten bucks. And that's exactly what you 'II find at
(f t):tis cozy beer-&-wine-only bar in the Mid-City district. It's
in Europe, probably France (a nation Business hours are 6 am to 2 am daily.
unfortunate that no hard liquor is available here. Yet considering that most people
steeped in long, snobbishly proud Abrupt Segue: The Movies .
It's inevitable. Doug and I have settled have to drive to this bar, it may be a blessing. This is especially true when your self
traditions). But having had principal
instruction in history and culture by the into our chairs, the first twit~hes of caffeine control leaves something to be desired. ~.~,Stinky. Butthedimlylitred leather
idiot box, I've come to associate coffee intoxication setting in. And then it happens: interior and the bar's minuscule dimensions create the perfectly seedy atmosphere
essential for any true bar. In addition, the Live Wire has a pool table and a fresh coat
houses with poetry, poetry with Jack he brings up movies.
It's this retro thing, the wistful ofinterior paint which underscores th·e meticulous clean! iness of the bar. Unlike my ·
Kerouac, Kerouac with the Beat movement,
Patronized mostly by the
the Beat movement with the 1950s, and, misrerriembrances reified in tie-dye and apartment, the bathrooms are absolutely immaculate.
thus, the first with the last. All this, and I Elvis sightings, the whole nostalgia shtick local alternative set, goatees, tattoos and black nail polish are the fashion standards.
can recite the plot to every Tom and Jerry which has pop culture reeling, Doug But everyone is welcome. Indeed, even my colleague Emil, outfitted in classic
exclaims. I mean, tlisco is back, And Richie Cunningham plaid, fits in comfortably (although, we all know Emil's
canoon.
Okay, so we're on all fours when it comes dinosaurs. The most popular children's penchant for wearing out his welcome by other means). In any event, this bar
to the television bit, but you're thinking, television character? A purple dinosaur. provides the perfect opportunity to break in your Nordstrom/90210 Doc Martens.
"What makes you (meaning me) think that The highest-grossing movie of all time? The main attractions at Live Wire are the great beer selection and the jukebox.
I (meaning you) need, nay want any more "Jurassic Park." And now, a "Beverly Although all pitchers arc ten dollars, the draft beer selection is incredible. You can
than instant Folgers with flavor crystals, Hillbillies"" movie.
choose from Samuel Adams, Pilsner U rquel I, or Newcastle Brown, just to name a few.
Doug is shaking, half from anger, half The glass pitchers are big and frosty, as are the beer mugs. Coupled with the fast,
huli?" By now you 're incredulous, you 're
thinking, "What makes you think that I from his super-hot, super-chocolate hot friendly service, this bar is the perfect setting to really log some serious hours. In sum,
want to go to some chichi 'cafe' where the chocolate. So I continue for him.
Live Wire is a beer drinker's Shangri-La.
'
people are probably snobby, proud and
The movie industry has jumped on the
The jukebox is the best I've ever seen. Personally, I think the music alone is
generally long? And how do you know what recycling bandwagon in a big way. After enough reason to visit this bar, especially if you're partial to alternative music. You
the "Star Trek" movie series proved to be won't even find Pearl Jam or the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Instead, Fugazi, Buffalo
I'm thinking any damn way?"
For starters, there are a number of coffee so lucrative (and painfully marginal) it was Tom and Paw are the staples along with a constant influx of new releases. Yet, while
houses scattered throughout the USD- inevitable that studios would dredge re-run the jukebox mainly plays underground faves, one can also find music ranging from
SDSU-UCSD area. And considering the television for tried-and-true formulas, classic James Brown to Van
aMINIATURE,
price of coffee as opposed to other e~pecially shows with a built-in audience. Halen.
entertainment fare, not to mention the Forfansof"The Fugitive" or"TheAddams Rocket F mm the Crypt, Honey
relation between coffee and academic Family," this may not be tantamount to the Glaze and other burgeoning
achievement as opposed to, say, beer, a world's end. But consider this: "Punky San Diego bands round out the
fine seleclion.
good coffee shop gives a substantial bang Brewster: The Movie."
Doug responds with significantly less
Break out of your rut and
for the buck. Finally, coffee houses, which
cater largely to students who nurse enthusiasm. He's a "StarTrck" and Punky drive over to Live Wire. Few
capuccinos while hunched over books, are fan. Regardless, he recognizes my point: bars provide such a perfect
welcome alternatives to the library.
when a movie studio opts to make a film environment to _hang out with
The Living Room
based on a television show, an original idea friends, sample (or guzzle)
At the comer of EI Cajon Blvd. and 59th doesn't find i,ts way on screen.
great beers from around the
St., the Living Room Coffeehouse is ,
Which is why "The Joy Luck Club" is globe, and listen to great tunes.
surprisingly removed from most of the such a miracle.
huscle-n-bustle of the SDSU area. Very
Based on Amy Tan's novel, "The Joy
much resembling the homes in the Luck Club" may be one of the bravest
residential street it is located, the Living major studio movies ever made. The cast
Live Wire is a great
Room would be easily missed were it not is overwhelmingly Asian (Andrew {,..-/1(/f bar if you like
for a neon sign in a window. Filled with McCanhy, in an cameo, is glaringly Anglo),
hanging out with
care-worn couches and oversized chairs, and the primary characters are all women. people who work in record
the Living Room is less a cafe than, well, a Substantial Asian and women characters shops. It's also terrific if you
EmilandStinky Cool Heh Heh
living room. Outside, a small counyard are rarities in film, Asian women even more enjoy the din of gunshots 'w ith
(much too elegant to be called a patio) so, lead Asian women until now were non- your .beer.
provides additional seating.
existent. Ironically, "Joy Luck" was
Frequented by the pierced, stapled and ta1ttooed, this seamy watering hole appeals
Doug, my partner-in-caffeine, struggles produced by Oliver Stone, who has been to former high school losers who suddenly became somebody when they stopped
over to my table. He has spent the last four frequentJyderided as a misogynist. Stone's delivering pizzas and started listening to Nirvana. Riding the crest of today's sohours at Chuck E. Cheese celebrating the forthcoming movie, coincidentally, is an called "alternative" or "grunge" trend, Live Wire is a bastion of flannel-flying, nosebinhday of his brother-in-law's sister's son. adaption of Le Ly Hayslip's When Heaven thumbing, grit-tokin' hipsters who blame their woes on corporate America and selfA sixth-grade camp counselor, Doug is man and&rt!,Cl,angedP/acesaboutthe Vietnam inflicted exposure to television violence. Whether dressed like Heniy Rollins or
of infinite patience with young children, War as seen by a Vietnamese woman.
Lester Bangs, Janis Jopljn or Courtney Love, nearly every patron achieves the same
probably because he has so much in common
"The Joy Luck Club" ambitiously level of fringe-element absurdity.
with them intellectually. He orders a hot attempts to tell the histories offour Chinese
Beyond the trite pageantry of the clientele, the neighborhood is another strike
chocolate.
mothers as well as those of their respective against Live Wire. Located east of Washington on El Cajon Boulevard, the bar's
Culture Club's Colour By Numbers daughters, and their relationships to one immediate vicinity teems with trigger-happy adolescents plying their drug and
whispers through unseen speakers. People another. Does the movie get convoluted? carjacking trades. A sign inside the front door instructs patrons to park across the
around me talk loudly and laugh louder. At times, yes. Soning the characters and street at the well-lighted Color-Tile lot; otherwise, bouncers will gladly escort you
But I know they hear the genius that is Boy their stories is sometimes difficult, but to your vehicle. In other words, it's not a great place to take relatives visiting from
George. I knO'illJ.
director- Wayne Wang makes a nuanced , the Midwest.
,
"Know what I like about this place?" impression with each anecdote, thanks to a
However, Live Wire isn't all that bad once you realize that it doesn't matter if
Doug sticks his upper Ii pinto the whipcream crackerjack cast whose every character is an everyone is trying to look like a prison-bound Luke Perry and that you needed t hat
head of his cocoa and slurps plaintively. inimitabl~original. Tsai Chin's endearingly new cat anyway. The extensive yet expensive beer selection helps comp~nsate for
"It's relaxed." As a critic, Doug leaves dominating Auntie Lindo is my early the fact that the place has a minor league liquor license. It's also refreshing to find
something to be desired.
favorite for best supporting actress for no a haunt that plays music not sold in shopping malls. Sure, most people haven't heard
But he's right. The atmosphere is bright lesser reason than reminding me of my own of bands like Green Day and Superchunk, but that's what separates the -i nformed
and warm--a very far cry from "ansy" cafes ma.
from the people who actually purchase Wilson Phillips albums.
whose core dientele seems always -to be
At the San Diegopremiereof"Joy Luck,"
The interior is retro-American kitsch, complete with mood lights, leather booths,
coccoonedinblack, the portable WilliamS. I was frustrated with the attendance which, candles, simulated woodgrain formica, and backed barstools. Reminiscent of The
Burroughs (now that Kerouac has gone although large, was predominantly Asian. I Gaslight in Santa Monica, it's the kind of place that would be terrific on L.A.'s
corporate-have you seen his Gap ad? The say this in fear that moviegoers of other Westside. Harry Dean Stanton would be a regular. However, the small town
sl,ame!) tucked under their arm, the latest ethnicities believe that this film is an "Asian shortcomings of San Diego limit Live Wire to a sordid existence as a halfway house
Cure requiem on their lips. The Living thang," like "Do the Right Thing" was a for pallid libertines who live at home and work at Kinko's.
Room supports no such perpetual- "black thang" or "Sleepless in Seattle" was
The underlying problem with Live Wire is simple: everyone just tries tho hard to
Halloween collective at their digs. Standard a "chick movie thang." "Joy Luc)<." is about achieve the Generation X paradigm while purporting to be an "individual." If you
dress: sweatshirt, jeans and textbook.
mothers and daughters--stories which reallywarit to drink quality beer and hear great mu.sic, you're better offsitting at home
The Living Room's coffee menu sports
with a 12-pack of Sierra Nevada and listening to Alice Donut.
Please Tum lo Page 6, Column 3,
no surprises in the way of java blends, but
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Talking Smack

HARVEY

By JIM BALLARD
Julie's Fault. Off to a bad start but
RIC.HARDS
The 1993 intramural softball season things are looking up because they have
AM£1l1C.A'S
got .off to a great start under the not yet played the first year teams. This
FOllEMOSl
AUTHORITY ON
tremcndousguidanceofCzarGregCribbs team may be small but they are also slow
tHILDREN'S LAW
·and Junior Czar Jim Ballard. These two and that's a nice combo to have.
~SENT~ Ml!.
N~W 8001( ••.
guys slave everyday so that you, the
Section A, B alld C. These teams can
students, can compete in a quality onlyimproveastheycan'tgetanylower.
intramural program. Okay, enough with . Section B is off to an impressive start
ilie BS...
drinking-wise. ltshquld bean interesting
The competitive league looks to be game when these guys play Head-First
very balanced this year. The first years (beer cans are in play). Section C is the
are playing their typical Padre Triple A best of the three, they actually have a
~llbuthopcfullytheywillpullittogether chance... to finish in the middle of the
soo~. Here's the team breakdown for the league. Section A needs to either drink
season:
more or take the game more seriously. I
· ' Well Ji-.gJury. The dcfendin~ champs vote for the former.
look to be every bit as tough as last year.
The Co-Rec League has separa.tcd
This ~cam has it all but rumo~ has itthey I into the good, the bad and the ugly:
are still nursing wounds from last year's •The good being Knee Pads Optional,
stunning loss to a bunch of drunks from the bad being Section, B :,.nd the ugly
Section C.
being the Drunk Sluts pitcher... just
Bad Guys. As the 11amc suggests, these killding Mr. President. Only a few
ANO, OF COUltSE, l>E1AILEP TiEATMENl OF MCKSEAT TEklllTlmY UJrl:
00 '10U WANT10 UVE
guys are really in to Michael Jackson. It teams are worthy of print, so not all
IIE REST Of )1)Ult LIFE
,.3't8, lllE THR.lE ~Sl8LtN<:, A~OACti
isareal Thriller watching Mark Schwartz are included in this article.
·
ltl 'tOUlt Slll.11116'5
'TOlHI: CA2: WMO WILL HAVE lO
SIIAONl'I! YOU ci,111
go yard. His Ruthian blasts have carried
Revenge ofthe Sluts. These wannabees
Sl1 IN lHE ~ll)l>L.E?
WIN SIIUN(, ltlVALRY
this team to a 2-0 start. If they can keep are the defending champs but word has it
·w , lMIS 6GOK TllOAV!
their hands off the Pretty Young Things, they arc way over overrated. Of course
Note the.
disacl,,antag£
they will do very well. Currently ranked I'm just talking smack, this team is the
of A, wi-o ap·
number one in Thailand.
goods and they should be tough to beat. ·
,,......... u..
car firat. He
Head-First. These scrappy players from
Knee Pads Optio11al. This team is off to
runs th& risk of
Compton ha~e to overcofe thei r atremendousstartthanksmostlytotheir
• "'i un-aro"M
,...,..,.,,.,1,yB.
reputation as drinkers- first, softball mascot,Joey Buttafucco. Like Joey they
players second. Luckily they have their scoreearlyandoftcnand have established
priorities set and will not let softball themselves as the team to beat.
interfere with their beer drinking. They
Seriously.. . Not. What can I say about
could be a surprise team if they stay this team? They truly are playing some
Another injustice preserved religiously
Coffee Achiever
sober.
·
good ball. Not. Sure they are unbeaten,
by
critics is that a select group of artists are
(Contimmi From PageS)
Vulgar Motions
.
Rico Suave has but wait until they play someone good.
worthy
of their attention. Those bands who
I
•
assembled a crowd favorite team. They
Faculty. These ragtags almost beat seldom get told-but is inclusively relevant fall outside ofcritical favor may be generally
rarely we3rrunderwear, anp when they do Knee Pads Optional. Supposedly and wholly absorbing to non-Chinese and characterized as havine: reiected "sonic
dissonance" as their signature sound. My
(do your own Bill Murray), it's usually some Kn'ce Pads thought they could non-women.
The skinny: "Joy Luck" is a four-hankey crusading efforts will hopefully bring your
something unusual.
get push points b)'._ letting these
StrAAng's.Do11gs. I think the M stands pcricnnial losers win. Hey fi ~~t years, flic~ avoid wearing ' mascara or clothing attention to a couple of really great, unhip
for Always Achy as they arc leading the pucker up.
Section B.· Easily the thatisn 't waterproof. It is long, almost two- (read "pop") artists that mysteriou~ly
league in whining. Would you like some funnest team to watch. The highlight of and-a-halfhours. lt'sa thinker-Van Damme ignored by MTV.
Speaking of Squeeze, remember thorn?
cheese with your wine? •When this team the season was Dave Boyd catching the fans beware.
Verdict: On a scale of (1) "Well worth "Black Coffee in Bed" and "Hourglass"
starts hitting (in particular Mr. Foul-out ball off his noggin. His defense is almost
.Masurlian), look out, they could be as good as the Menendez brothers. He squandering my student loans upon," (2) Squeeze? Their last two albums, "Frank"
dangerous.
really needs to "brush up" on his glove . "Definite matinee," (3) "Video rental," and "Play," are about as euphoric listening
and (4) "Not even if it were on television experiences as can be had without prozac,
. Tortfeasors. When Wheels is on this work.
_team is devastating. His pitches bring
That is all on the softball report. and all the other stations were covering a which makes "Some Fantastic Place" a
,rain and often end up in strikeouts or However, now is the time to correct.past golf tournament," let "Joy Luck" set you little disappointing. Disappointing insofar
as it is not the masterpiece that "Frank" is,
we~k ground outs. However, when .errors. Last year some idiot said that the and your significant other back $14.
:M'heels isn't on, they are merely Cass Street Bar and Grill was way Yet A11otkr Abrupt Segue: Music to SITHIJ By nor intriguing like the Samuel BeckcttDoug has gone comatose; leaving me to meets-Lcnnon-&-McCartney concept
T ortsqueezers.
overrated. l just can't live with. that.
~ Undergmd Alum. This team lives and Pitchers go for $5.50 and the pool tables tell you how to spend whatever money you clash of"Play." Butifyou've h~rd neither
~ ies by the long-ball. They are the can be had for two quarters. · _Plus the have left after coffee and the flicks; those album, and chances are that you haven't,
;Detroit T-.igcrs with better pitching. Well place.has a i;:tank that can only be, described without money, take heart. There's always "Fantastic" ain't ~ bad -bit of work.
1Jung Jury put a big time hurt on these as delicious. It's definitely not a fern bar: enough room on ·your credit card for one · .Chris Difford and Glenn Tillbrook are
still one of the Classiest writing teams in the
fguys last .week . but the:y, will -no..doubt .So try it out and tell them Jim.sent you. more compact disc or, at least, ~tte.
»ounce baek.
·• .. , ,. .,. .. . .. ,· .
. , Bye. for ,now and play ball!
First, deconstructi_ve surgery to this biz, mixing up r~kabilly and blue-eyed
~
spineless genre of journalism k11own soul with. Di~ord's always::Clever story~ f
euphemistically as "music reviews." To · lyrics, as evide~ced in "Cold Shoulder":
paraphrase Oingo Boingo's Danny Elfllllln, "My head was stuck in the cat flap on the
critics
critique because they lackthc talent doori Whcrel could see her walking on the
CHEDDAR CHEF.sE
to perform. This truism is further kitchen floor/ Down on my knees/ just like
.NO~AJ~AS
r
·'· r
.
I exacerbated by most critics' inability to a dorJ Begging for ~raps chat she said she
Those able to write are obsessed hadn't got." But the topper, and the handsNACHOS
I write:
with the perpetuation of their field: they down chorus of the year, comes from that
•~OGROUNDBEEF .
I invent critical . theory, categorize and same song: "Cold shoulder/ Like a
specialize, debate with other critics and, slaughtered cow in a butcher's fridge."
INoeLACKOLIVEs . .
.
• ••
Good news for Squeeze die-hards, Paul
most frustratingly, forge a lingo unique to
$ 4.25 Lunch Specials.
I their
particular "discourse." And in the Carrack, lead singer of Mike & the
Dinners from $ 5.95 to $ I 0.95 including Soup or Salad I end, only a handful of erudite readers Mechanics and the vocalist on "Tempted"
:
and of course Great Margaritas and Draft Beer at : understand whether the reviewer liked from way back when, hasretumed. Carrack
sings one song and his Hammond_organ
whatever it is they wrote about.
So let's forget a few assumptions about work is easily the most impressive element
reviews and reviewers. First, we all like of "Fantastic." Mostly because ofCarrack,
what
we like. Circular logic? Yes. th<? album is worth a buy.
I C l:.-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilI
Dangerously
similar to Beavis and Butthead · Other discs which have been out, arc cut
I
6118 Friars Rd. j • st clown .Via l..as Cumbres acoss from
I
("I
like
stuff
that's cool, I hate stuff that from the same cloth as "Fantastic,., and arc
I
Del Mesa Foods aad Liq• or~ ·.
·I
sucks")? Ycs. Critics are stupidly tickle; highly worth your caffeine-induced
I
IO% discount OD your chet':k total with this
I today'spariahsmaybetomom>W'sgeniuscs. attention: Aztec Camera's "Dreamland,"
•~~~~
I Other artists may be · for~ver hailed as the Trash Can Sinatra's "I've Seen
I ()ff'er expires Oct. ll 1993 Not valid on take out or with other prolllQS. I "important" or"innovativc," but no amount Everything," and Chris Isaak's "San
of critical praiSf will change the fact that Fransisco Days." Perf~t for study and
coffee.
stuffyou don't like sucks.
1
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By ELIZABETH GENEL
Yes, I kn~w I am supposed to cover all
the happenings at the Career Center, but
I'm a little down on careers this week, or
actually my impending doom of having
to go back from where I came--selling
lipstick for Saks Fifth Avenue. I decided
to address a more pressing issue this
week: the name of the law school
newspaper.
In the biggestscar:.dal since Watergate,
a few weeks ago a few of us on the
editorial staff made a decision. We
decided to change the name of the paper.
We were tired of the name MOTIONS; it
was kind of silly, and- it left too much
white space at the top of the page. So we
decided to change it. To our dedicated
writers and editorial support staff, I
apologize on behalf of the editors who
made the decision without tracking you
all down and consulting you. That was
- not fair. Of course if you were able to
make the writer's meeting last Thursday
you already heard my heartfelt apology.
Those of us who made the decision
didn't think it was such a big deal. We
couldn't find any rules on how to make
this decision. We most certainly should
have discussed it with our advisors, which
we did not, and t9 them I apologize as
well, but we honestly dicln,'t think it was
a major issue. It was more an aethestic
thing. And we needed a way to increase
our appeal to advertisers since we are
trying very hard to be self-sufficient. We
figured if we looked more professional
maybe some attorneys downtown might
actually read the papers we leave at the
court house. Then perhaps the legal
community might realize the University
of San Diego has a law school.
Some of you may have faulted us in our
decision. You di_d n't like the new name,
it sounded too scholarly. Well, give me
a break, have you read the paper? The
Harvard Law Review we ain't. Now if
we were at Harvard, perhaps we could
afford to be tongue in check, but frankly,
and I hate to be the one to tell you this,
we arc no Harvard~ For if we were, I
wouldn't have to write about this at all
because no one would carc,and I wouldn't
have to keep you all posted on the Career
Center because we'd all have jobs.
I'm sure there arc plenty of you who
have more gripes and complaints about
our decision to change the name of the
paper. Well lucky for you we've been
forced to change the name back. We are
once again officially MOTIONS. I am
saddened by this, since amid the scandal
WC had alot of positive response. Our
advertisers loved it. We had twenty new
writers show up at our last meeting
because they -thought the paper looked
great. And most of them were first years
who will have to live with the name the
longest.
I've about ~Jl out of stea'm! and I have
certainly run out of patience. For those
of you who don't like the new look of the
paper, I'm sorry. It is a little harder to get
through the Walls,~ Jo#mal than the

Please T11m lo Page 9, Co/11m11 1
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Editors Contend SBA's
Resolution Invites
Future Interference
By GEOFF MORRISON
MOTIONS.

USD LAAv REPORTER.
., MOTIONS.
As many of you no doubt noticed, the
last issue·of"Motions" carried not only a
new masthead, but also a new name. By
decision of the MOTIONS editorial staff,
the name of the paper was changed to the
USD LAW REPORTER. The change, which
was implemented without the knowledge
of the Law School administration, the
SBA, or even many of the MOTIONS staff
members, came as a surprise to the
majority of the USD Law School
community.
The new USO LAW REPORTER
stimulated much debate, and incurred a
significant amount of criticism. Students
and faculty alike expressed displeasure
with both the substantive choice of name,
as well as the procedure which was us~d
to implement that choice of name.
In response to the name change, tJSD
Law School SBA president Bra~l.Fields ,
beg~n a c~mpaign target~d at for~ing the ·
USD LAW REPORTER to return to the use
of MOTIONS as its publication title.
President Fields first insinuated that a
failure to return to the use of the name
MOTIONS might forestall the issuance of
SBA funds to the USD LAW REPORTER
which had already been approved and
allocated at the SBA budget hearing.
The possibility of fuf!ds being withheld
posed a significant threat to the staff of '
the USD LAW REPORTER, which had
already spent its Fall semester allocation
on a new laser printer.
President Fields' primary criticism of
the name change centered around the
failure of the editorial staff to consult the
SBA about the proposed name change.
Because MOTIONS was not just a student
publication, but also a SBA recognized
organization, President Fields reasoned
that the MOTIONS staffshould have sought
the approval of the SBA Fields also
claimed that many feared that the name
USO LAw REPORTER would confuse and
mislead readers. Fields cited particular
concern that the USD LAW REPORTER
would be confused with the Center for
Public Interest Law's publication, the
CALIFORNIA REGULATORY LAW REPORTER.
Despite the threat of loss of funding,
USD LAW REPORTER editors Bob Little
and Chris Trunzo refused to revert to the
use of the name MOTIONS on the
newspaper's masthead; In response to
President Fields' complaints regarding
the procedural issues surrounding the
name change, Editor Little commented .
that _the mere registration of a student
organization should not give the SBA (or
any of its demagogues) the power to
control the name of that organization.
Members of the editorial staff who had
previously expressed indifference as to
the name of the paper rallied to the

support of Little and Trunzo when faced
with the specter of student government
financial strong arm tactics._ Features
Editor Geoffrey Morrison, in a bizarre
shift of allegiance, joined the ranks of
Fields' supporters when faced with the
horrid possibility, nay ... probability, of
mistakenly perusing a copy of the
CALIFORNIA REGULATORY LAW REPORTER
between classes.
In an attempt to quell the growing
controversy, Editor Little proposed the
resolutionreprintedas"NewspaperStafPs
Proposed Resolution" in the box below.
President
Fields
expressed
dissatisfaction with Little's resolution, ·
and set about drafting a lengthier version.
_ Fields, in addition to inviting student
feedback, attenuated the time period
during which the final decision was to be
made, and drafted a series of procedural
requirements rivaled in complexity by
only the SBA Constitution itself.
President Fields resolution was submitted

••

~

J'

printed in the box entitled "Brad Fielcf.s
Suggested Resolution" below.
,.. ,...
Upon a careful reading, it becam.e:
apparent that the only signific;i;nt
differences between the Little and Fic;!d,s.
resolutions were in the areas of brev;i,cy.;
clarity, and in the amount of effort whic;h
would be expended in establishing
formalized pr_o cedures to guid.:: the name
change.
Arcane SBA procedures require th~t,
in order for a resolution to be submitte~
for a vote, it must have been publishe<J ~
the SBA voting members at least one
week prior to the scheduled vote. Because
only Editor Little's resolution fell within
the requisite time period, it was only th:it
resolution which was considered at the
September 29 SBA meeting.
· Editor Little's motion, after
acrimonious debate, failed by a vote of
nine to eighteen, with six abstentions. In

Please Tu,-,, To Page JO, Column I .

Newspaper Staff's,Suggested Resolution:
SBA RESOLUTION ON IMPLEMENTATION OF SCHOOL NEWSPAPER
NAME CHANGE PROCEDURE:
.
WHEREAS no written procedures exist for changing the name·of the publication
produc~d by the Motions Student Organization; and
·WH~REAS boncerns have been raised by administrators over th~ proprie~ of
changing the name of the publication without direct and broad-basecfiripi:iffiom1
the student body at large, and
··
RECOGNIZING the SBA's representative role,
BE IT RESOLVED THAT
THE STUDENT ORGANIZATION CURRENTLY KNOWN AS MOTIONS·
MAY IMPLEMENT THE PLAN ENUMERATED BELOW TO CHANGE THE
NAME OF THE, NEWSPAPER
(1) A questionnaire, prepared and distributed at the newspaper's e~pense, will
be placed in each student's mailbox.
(2) The questionnaire will contain a statement by the newspaper of the reasons
for the name change.
(3) Students_will be asked whether they prefer the USO Law Reporter name,
the Motions name, or any other name and solicit their comments on the matter.
_(4) That a final decision on the name will be made
before the next publication date, October 7, 1993.

Brad Field'• .......... -~
•

-

I

RESOLUTION
Renaming of tht, Law School Newspaper
_ .
WHEREAS the SBA has already registered, for the fall 1993 semester, all
previously registered groups, including the law school newspaper "Motions";, •
WHEREAS the changing of the name of a group can alter the very identity of
agroup; . WHEREAS the new name, "LAW REPORTER", [sic.] chosen by the editors of
the law school newspaper is not known to be used by any law school student,
newspaper and, by name, could easily be mistaker, lor a legal publication; · '
WHEREAS the USO Center for Public Interest Law already publishes a "Law
Reporter"thatcomesfrom USO, called the "California Regulatory Law Reporte('., ;
[sic.] which may now _b e confused with the law school newspaper;
.WHEREAS the law schoo~ newspaper holds itself out to represent USO Law ;
School; and
,
WHEREAS there is precedent for the law school newspaper to consult with the
SBA regarding a name change since the last time that the name of the law
school paper was changed, in 1987;-the change itself was approved by the SBA
before the name was ,seiected by students.
'
·
.
·BE IT RESOLVED THAT inordertocontinue asa registered student organization, J
anyname c~nge of ag~1,1p is ~ntamount to a change in the con~titution or by- '.
laws of the registered group and would require approval of the SBA in order to ,
receive reimbursement for money allocated under the original name and ;
,continue to be eligible for future funding;
·
·
"• ' :
·ee·1r RESOLVED THAT since the law schdol newspaper has already beerf"'
Please Tum To Page 9, Fields Resolution Box.
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We were astonished by the
reaction to the name change of
this newspaper. Most students we
talked to agreed with our
advertisers that the change would
make the ·paper both more
profitable and more marketable.
We were heartened by the
comments of one student leader
with close ties to the practitioner
community that it makes USO
School of Law more attractive to
lawyers. And the unprecedented
response of the twenty One-Ls
who appeared to join our staff
after the first issue was released
made the entire change seem
worthw~ile.
Equally astonishing was the
response from a small number of
student leaders who opposed the
change either on procedural or ·
substantive grounds. And the
official reponse from the Student
Bar Association, which sets a
frighteni ng precedent for SBA
control of independent student
organizations.
Objections on procedural
grounds are warranted by the
speed with which the change was
made. We wish we had had more
time to solicit more opinions from
more students. But our delayed
first edition had to be released, so
we made the most of the time we
hadavailable,solicitingviewsfrorri
both SBA participants and·regular
students.
It is important to note, however,
that no procedure for a name
chan_ge is _provided in University,
School of Law or Student Bar
Association rules. We therefore
looked to precedent. We spoke
with a former MOTIONS editorwho
told us that in 1987 the editors
changed the name after receiving
informal student input. This firsthand knowledge of the precedent
~as buttressed by the first issue of
MOTIONS in 1987, which placed
the responsibility for the name of
the newspaper squarely on the
shoulders otlhe editors. Under
the headline "The Woolsack
moves aside for Motions" was the
clear statement: "Choosing a new
name wasn't an easy task for the
editors."
In response to the concerns of
several students, particularly SBA
1eaders, we came up with a
procedure for gauging student
response to the name change. This
procedure was voted down by the
SBA, and, after three weeks of
debating at SBA meetings, was
replaced with a different resolution
which
provides a similar
procedure, but, we fear, provides
precedent for SBA interference in
independent
student
organizations, a practice which
obviates
the
"GALLSA
Compromise," which largely freed
organizations from SBA or
University control.
We are not sure why SBA's
procedure is superior to anyone
else's. After witnessing three
weeks of debates on the issue, we
remain concerned that procedure
is all that exists to the SBA. More
than half the debate period at any
meeting is consumed by interior
debates about procedural rules.
SBA meetings are subsumed by a

Mandarinate arcanery of rules
governing debate. (The SBA
leadership operates using rules of
a Ptolemaic complexity, when a
more Copernican model would
suit them fine, thank you.)
In the end, we are not in the
procedure and debate business,
but in the newspaper business. So
we'll use the SBA system to seek
student input, even though it takes
longer and is n~ more objective
than the one we proposed.
Onthesubstantiveissueofwhat
the name of the paper should be,
we can say little more than to refer
the reader to the article on the
previous page by Managing Editor
Elizabeth Genel. In short: why
MOTIONS? Why not THE USO
LAW REPORTER? We felt, and
continue to feel, that the Reporter
name serves the USO students
well. ltwouldmakethenewspaper
more profitable, and thus less
dependent on support from
mandatory student fees, because,
as our contact with advertisers
suggested, getting advertising
would be easier. ltwould raise the
reputation of the school among
the San Diego legal community,
which acquires the newspaper
from
several
downtown
distribution sites.
We remain concerned about
SBA involvement in th~ internal
affairsofstudentorganization. The
SBA resolution introducedby SBA
President Brad Fields (reprinted
nearby) threatens the registration
status of organizations which fail
to toe the SBA line. We're
perplexed by this. The registration
process, currently out of use but
soon to return undcrthc leadership
ofSBA Day Vice President Denise
Hickey, is entirely subjcctiv't.
Registration is defined merely by
filing forms with the SBA. So how
can SBA de-register a student
organization? And cannot that
organization re-register a few
momentslatcrbyfilingthcpropcr
forms? But if not, then can SBA
"cherry-pick" which organizations
they want to exist on campus and
deny exi-stence to pesky or
controversial clubs which might
be inconvenient to allow? IfSBA
candecide,a,guendo, that it would
be nice if the St. Thomas1 More
Society existed, but not the Gay
and Lesbian Law Student
Association (or vice versa), then
what was the point of the
"GALLSA Compromise," the
point ofwhich was to prevent such
threats to free association on
campus?
We are similarly perplexed by
the heavy breathing regarding our
argumentation along these lines,
some of which is republished in
these pages. We have sincere
concerns about the process by
which SBA may refuse registration
of organizations; is it ubad faith" to
raise such concerns?
We will follow the SBA's
procedure for soliciting student
opinion on our masthead, but we
must reject the particulars of the
resolution as beyond the scope of
SBA 's Constitutional power. We
nonetheless changed our
masthead in response to our
publisher.

Third Year Student Decries SBA Interference With
Operation of Newspaper, But Invites Input on the Issues
By FRANCES G. QUEVEDO
How do I feel about the name
change of our beloved law school
newspaper? Whileitprobablyis
not the name I would have
selected if I were in charge, I
honestly do not understand why
our student government has
chosen to make a federal case
out of .this whole thing. Just
today I read a lengthy resolution
sponsored by our very own Brad
Fields, calling for, among other
things, open forums and actual
voting by the student body on
their name preferences. While
this may be a great exercise in
democratic principles, I think
someone has majorly missed the
point.
For those students who
actually put together our
newspaper (and I assure you, I
am not one of them) this whole
thing must be a slap in the face.
These people volunteer not only
their considerable talents but

also their valuable time. And
what do they get in return, threats
of de-recognition by the SBA.
The only purpose this serves is
to discourage involvement and
interest In our student
organiza.tions.
It seems that some of our SBA
representatives are concerned
not just with the name change,
but with the way the name
change came about. From what
I understand, the decision was
made without the input of a
majority ofstaff writers and there
is some question as to faculty
advisors being informed after
the fact.
I agree with those members of
the SBA who have expressed
reservations
about
this
procedure, or lack thereof.
However I do not think this calls
for resolutions which give the
SBA hands on control over name
changes. If our representatives
are concerned about procedure,

then something should be done
about that. Sponsor a resolution
calling for prior newspaper staff
and faculty advisor approval of
all name changes.
If students do not care for the
new name, or like me, are not
exactly thrilled with the
conservative nature our paper
has adopted, then let them do
something about it themselves.
If they care enough about it (and
I honestly do not think that a
great number of ·students are
losing sleep over any of this)
they can write a letter to the
editor.
For those of us who remember
what the paper was like when
we were first year students, way
back in ] 991, we remember i.t
was not much of a paper. Last
year saw a tremendous
improvement 1n quality.
Hopefully this trend will
continue, under whatever name.

Professor Robert Fellmeth's Concerns
Professor Robe11 C. F ellmeth sent the below letter to two members ofthe Motions editorial board. We l?j}rint it
in its totality with our response below. --Eds.

September 24, 1993
Bob Little
Chris Trunzo
Dear Bob and Chris:
I write to express my concerns about the
name change of the School of Law's
newspaper from Motions to the USD Law
Reporter.
,
First, the term "reporter" has a special
meaning in the legal community. It is
generally used for a series of volumes
containing official reports of legal precedents,
or for a serial-type journal describing legal
developments in chronological fashion. Its
use appears somewhat inappropriate for
the title of a law school newspaper.
Second, as you are aware. for thirteen
years the Center for Public Interest Law has
published the California Regulatory . Law
Reporter, which is frequently called "the
Reporter." The distribution of another
publication by USD School of Law which is

September 29, 1993
Professor Bob Fellmeth .
Center for Public Interest Law
Dear Prof. Fellmeth:
Thank you for your September 24 letter
expressing your concerns regarding the
new name of the School of Law's
newspaper. We appreciate your thoughts
as we are currently working with student
representatives on a system to evaluate
the response of the law school community
to the change.
First, we chose the name "Reportef'
with reference to other newspapers and
non-academic publications serving the
. legal community. We note in particular
the Orange County Reporter, a daily
newspaper covering the legal industry,
·and Law Reporter, the monthly, nonscholastic publication of the American
Trial Lawye~ Association. After research,
we discovered a short-lived publication
entitled The City-Hal/ Reporter and New. York General Law Magazine, which

also called "the Reporter" or contains that
word in its title will undoubtably cause much
confusion. I think it's fair to say that CPIL
has "captured"the use of the term" Reportef ·
for USD School of Law publication
purposes.
We were not informed that you were
planning a name change for Motions. Had
we been so informed, we would have
registered these concerns about this
particular choice at that time. We have no
objections to a name change in general, but
it might have been better had you consulted
with the Law School community priorto your
action, at least to ensure that the chosen
title does not conflict with a prior use. We
ask you to reconsider the new title and
eliminate the use of the term "Reporter."
Sincerely,
Isl Bob Fellmeth
Professor Bob Fellmeth
cc: Kristine Strachan, Carrie Wilson

published monthly in 1833. Among
student law school publications, we note
that Loyola Law School of Los Angeles
publishes The Loyola Law Reporter. We
feel out title is within the acceptable range
of student-run law school publications,
which include such "academic-sounding"
names as The Commentator, The National
Jurist and The Stanford Law Journal.
Second, although we can hypothecate
confusion between the California
Regulatory Law Reporter and our own
publication, we doubt such confusion will
actually arise. Our respective off-campus
readerships are entirely distinct. Oncampus readers will note the obvious
visual and contextual differences between
our publications.
I hope this letter ameliorates any
concerns you may have.
Cordially,
Isl Robt. Little
Robert Little
Editor

r ~---
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Motionsgate
(Continued From Page JO)
order for readers to appreciate the true
majesty of the SBA's parliamentary
procedure, what follows is an excerpt
from the September 29 SBA Meeting
Minutes:
·

VI.

VII

OLD BUSINESS:
A. Motions: Discussion of [Bob
Little's] Resolution
-Carrie W[ilson] passes out Bob
Fellmeth's letter re: CPIL's
displeasure re: name change
-Bob: had copies of their [sic.]
response passed out.
-vote to table resolution fails
12-19.
-Vote on Resolution: hand vote,
fails 9-18 (6 abstentions).
NEW BUSINESS:
A. Motions: Possible vote on
Brad's alternative resolution
-wants to entertain motion to
suspend rules
-motion to end meeting no later
than 5:25: passes
-discussion re: whether rules
can be suspended in light of
Constitutional provisions
-vote on interpretation of
Constitution: whether rules can
be suspended 12 in favor, 14
against.
-discussion of merits of
Resolution
-motion to extend debate 5
mins: passes
-motion to extend debate 3
mins: passes 18-12

Meanwhile, on the administrative front,
Assistant Dean Carrie Wilson was
begi~ning to make her. di~pleasure with
the name change known. At the SBA
retreat, held in mid-September, Wilson
expressed displeasure to President Fi'elds
c~ncerning what shCr perceived· to be
Little's and Trunzo's unilateral decision
to change the name. While much of
Wilson's criticism arose from the
substantive and procedural concerns so
eloquently voiced by President Fields,
some of her concern also stemmed from
her bs;lief that as Co-Faculty Advisor
(along with Maimon Schwarzchild) to
MOTIONS, she should have been involved
in the decision making process.
The October 6 SBA meeting provided
Editors Little and Trunzo one last ,
opportunity to plead their case. Editor
Little went to the meeting armed with
copies of law oriented newspapers in
, which the name "Reporter" was· used.
Also available was a copy of SBA
Cons ti tu ti on, Article XV, which
' establishes the registration process for
organizations seeking SBA recognition:

Section 1 To receive operating budgets
from SBA, an organization must be
registered. New organizations may
make a requestforfunding for the whole
year and receive operating funds without
registration for a one semester grace
period in order to allow time to comply
with the requirements for registration.

Genel
(Continued From Page 7)
National Enquirer, but maybe if you
read the former and not the latter
you'd be at Harvard Law and your
school paper could- have a cutesy
name. For those of you who didn't
like the name, you win . It remains
MOTIONS. But I'd save your copy of
,,t.h£~VSLl~ 8-f:POHl>R,,bc;c;a.u~it •~ ,

Groups not falling into the above
categories will be considered for funding
on a program basis. Such allocations
shall be made by a 2/3 vote of the
council.
Section 2 Organizations are recognized
after they submit a charter or other
document containing at least the
following current information:
A.
A statement of organization's
purpose and goals
B.
A
description
of
the
organization's membership, including
approximate number of active members.
C.
A description of the procedure
by which internal decisions will be made,
such as the selection of leadership
positions, organization representatives
and members.
Section 3 To maintain registration and
potential funding, organizations must
keep on file with the SBA a current and
accurate . listing of names and phone
numbers of officers of the organization.
Section 4 Each organization must
submit a budget or similar document at
least once a year in order to maintain
registration.

Brad Field's Resolution (Continued From Page 7)
registered by the SBA and allocated funding under the name "Motions" for the
Fall, 1993 semester, failure to publish the law school newspaper under the
l"!ame "Motions" would result in a forfeiture of the registered status of the law
school newspaper and forfeiture of funding allocated to the law school
newspaper;
BE .IT RESOLVED THAT the law school ·newspaper editorial staff has a
~ifferent responsibility to the SBA and the student body of the law school-, with
respect to the name of the paper since the publication, by its very nature,
repr,esents the entire law school and its members, than do the officers of the
other student registered groups, with respect to the names of their groups;
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the issue of renaming the law school newspaper shall
be debated during the fall semester in the following manner:
*2 open forums, one scheduled at a time convenient for
day students and the other at a time convenient to evening students, to be co- .
sponsored by the editorial staff of the law school student newspaper and the

SM

Conspicuously absent from the
procedural framework established in
Article XV is any reference to the necessity
of maintaining the continuity of an
organization's name. This absence, in
addition to sucking wind from Fields'
claim that a change in name "is
tantamount toa change in the constitution
or by-laws of the registered group," again
calls into question the authority of the
SBA to attempt to micromanage oncampus student organizations.
The possible over-extension of the
SBA 's authority notwithst~nding, ·the
Fields Resolution passed twenty-five to
L four at the October 6 meeting. There
were only four abstentions. The
substantial margin of victory which the
Fields resolution enjoyed was due in part
to growing tedium with the ongoing
debate.
·
Of greater influence, however, was the
presenceofDeanStrachanatthemeeting, .
who implied , that if the SBA did not
resolvethesituationinfavorofareturnto
the name MOTIONS, the administration
would step · in and take control of the
situation. Because the newspaper is
dependent upon the support of the
administration in order to stay in print,
and because Editors Little and Trunzo
did not wish to spar with the Dean, no
realobjectionstothepassageoftheFields
resolution were .voiced at the October 6
meeting.
So here we are, the members of the
MOTIONS staff, with hats in hand, asking
foryou--the readers--to lend your approval
to the name change. Fields' resolution
contemplates the creation of"open space
for discussions regarding the renaming in
future edition(s) of the law school
newspaper," andwedesireyourfeedback.
~di tors Little and Trunzo support the
,return to USO LAW REPORTER. Editor
Morrison believes the paper should be
called the USO LAW REPORTER, NoTTHE
CALIFORNIA REGULATORY LAW REPORTER.
What are your thoughts and views?

bound to be a collector's item. You
can frame it and hang it in your office,
and think back on a time when the
most important thing in the world
was the name of the law school
newspaper. And don't worry, I'll be
back next issue with Career Center
News to help you try. and find a job.

·

*create open space for discussions regarding the renaming in future
edition(s) of the law school newspaper; and
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the potential renaming of the paper be decided by
open voting in the following manner:
·
*up until 4 weeks prior to finals, suggestions for the potential renaming
of the law school newspaper shall be
dropped off in the SBA suggestion
box in the Writs
*the following week of school, students vote whether to
c~ange the name of the law school newspaper or to keep the name "Motions",
[sic.) also, those students who vote in favor of a new name will be allowed to
ct\oose a new name from all of the submitted names
*if the majority of the.students vote to keep the name "Motions", [sic.]
then the law school newspaper shall keep the name "Motions"
*if the majority of the students vote to change tbe name, then the votes
of the students voting for a new name for the law school newspaper will be
counted
*the Editorial Staff of the law school newspaper may choose any name ./
from the 10 highest vote totals, in addition to considering the name IIMotions", · "'-. [sic.) giving special recognition to the name that received the highest number
of votes
.
*the Editorial Staff must submit their chosen name to the SBA for
approval before the end of the Fall, 1993 semester.
[Errors in originaij

An Open Letter of Resignation
g;j UDY CARB~NE AND LARISSA A.J.
KEHOE

.

Unfortunately, due to the recent
exhibition of poor judgment on the part
of some members of the editorial staff of
this newspaper, we find it necessary to
submit our resignations from the staff at
this time. We have enjoyed our
association with the paper up to this
point, ancl sincerely hope that, we have
made some positive contributions to the
paper. We cannot however continue our
association in light of recent events.
We refer specifically to the manner in
which the name of the paper was changed,
in addition to recent bad faith acts
committed by two of the paper's editors.
We are disappointed in the poor
judgment displayed' by Bob Little and ·
Chris Trunzo along with two other
students in their effort to register 32 new
student organizations with the Student
Bar Association, the sole purpose ofwhich
appears to be to take control of the SBA.
Initially, there were several problems
in which the name USO Law Reporter
was selected. First, thde was no formal
consultation with the student body at
large. Second, the full editorial and
writing staff were not consulted, or even
told abo~t the name change before the
paper was published. Third, the paper's
faculty advisors were not consulted.
Finally, the editors did not consult with
the administration, the publisher and
employer of several members of the ·
editorial staff, since the student editors
receive tuition stipends from the
university.
Aside from the above procedural concerns,
there are also potential legal problems whi°ch
could occur by renaming the paper in the
fashion in which it was done. Not only
writers, but also advertisers had essentially
contracted for their writing and advertising
.tOa(?p~;iri.n.a publication called "Motions."
Clearly the editors did not fully consider

the potential legal ramifications when
making such a quick decision.
·
· As a result of the lack of procedures
used when insti,t uting the name change,
the SBA passed a resolution which
imposed some procedures upon the paper. ·
Immediately following the meeting in
which this occurred, the request by four
students to register 32 new organizations was
submitted to the SBA Secretary. One of the
four students, an edi torofthis paper, however;>recently stated that their actual concern.was
regarding SBA voting procedures. Assuming
that this is true, there are proper methods
which exist in the SBA constitution ~hich
provide for amendments to be made by the
entire student body. The amendpient
procedure as stated in the SBA constitution
exis~ precisely to protectagainstactionsuch as
this from occurring. The bottom line is that
there ls an easier, more reasonablea~d rational
way to change the SBA governing procedures
than putting yourself into power ~nd then
doing whatever you want.
The final proofofcompletebad faith on the
parts of the four students who listed
themselves a~officers ofall 32 organizations
comes from the names and purposes of the
organizations themselves. They arc the
BowlingClub,whosepurposeis"tobowl";the
Rifle and Pi'stol Association; the Off-Roab
Club; and the Dark Star, "a support group
for members of the USO L~w School
community who are interested in science
fiction," to name just a few. While some
may find these organizations amusing, those
of us involved in the SBA find them slightly
more than a nuisance. The situation is a
distraction from the work that the SBA sets
out to do, and will prevent many students
from working on issues ofsubstance at least
temporarily, until the SBA can figure out
what to do ifindeed four students take over
the entire council.
For the above reasons, we are resigning.
Several repeated exercises in poor judgment
can be forgivable, but intentional acts of
bad faith are not. ·.
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· FLEMING'S FUND

LAW

ENTALS OF

Long Term/Short Tenn Bar Review
PREPARATION FOR FEBRUARY ·1994 -BAR EXAMINATION .
.,._

\.

_~

; • .,.'. Wh~t Fleming's Fundamentals of Law Bar Review will do for you... ·
·: , •-Provide an Extensive Writing Workshop (with emphasis on Analysis, Organization and Writing) .
, :~;'. • Provide Live Individual Reviews in the Substantive Law for all Bar Subjects with corresponding Outlines
· (Approaches emphasized). This information is available only through Fleming's Fundamentals of Law.
"· · • Teach Substantive Law Exam Approach and Checklist for each Bar Subject.
• Teach Issue Recognition through Exam Analysis for each Bar Subject..
• Develop Outline Organization techniques foreach Bar Subject (the Key to a Passing Answer).
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC format.
·
• Provide Writing Techniques for each Bai S.ubject. (Emphasis on Crossover Examinations.)
• Analyze and Outline over I00 Bar Hypotheticals in cla~s.
• Provide an opportunity for the student to Write Over 45 Bar Hypotheticals in class under
Simulated Bar Conditions.
• Provide Extensive Individual Ca~sette Critiques of the exams written by the student.
• Provide 50 Hours (Long Term) or 32 Hours (Short Term) of in.-class Instruction, Materials
and Training for the Performance Examination.
.• Provide Opportunity to the student to Write 9 Performance Files (Long Term) or 4
tfte · ·
·Performance Files (Short Term) for personal critique.
Right
• Provides 2,300 Multiple Choice Questions with study approach.
• Provide Review of Over 210 Pre.-Selected Multistate Questions emphc1sizing Multistate
Way
Exam Techniques and Reading Comprehension Pitfalls.
··
,_

I

Two Bar

Reviews in One!'. '. ~''
·-~

-'

1·

H»

~\

Long Terna Ca!_tdidates are Permitted to Attend tfte Short Terna Lectures
AT NO EXTRA COST!
Course Lecturer

; loNG TERM SCHEDULE OF CIASS MEETINGS:

October 2/3, 9/1 0, 16, 1.7, 23, 24, 30, 31;
November 6, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20/21;
December 18, l~, 26, 27; January 2, 3, 8, 9, 15, 16, 22,
23, 29, 30; F•'bruary 5, 6, 12/13
· Classes meet Saturday 9 am t.o 5 pm & Sunday 9 am t.o 5:30 pm

'

SHeln'. ·-TERM ScHEDULE OF Cl.ASS MEETINGS:
' 1r)ecembet22, 26, 27; January 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15,
16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31;
February I, 5, 6, 7,:8, 12/ 13, 14, 15
Clses meet Saturday 9 am to 5 pm, Sunday 9 am t.o 5:30 pm,
and Monday and Tuesday, 6:30 t.o I0:30 pm
.

. •AJJ\courses will be held at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood
Awmue (at Commonwealth), Fullerton (across from California State
lilniversity, -Fullerton), Second Floor, Room 205.

•'Yotaf Price: $1,495 for the Long Term Review.
.,T'Otat Price: $1,295 for.the Short Term Review. . .
•A,$1'50 non-refundable deposit will guarantee space
and freeze the price.
• &ldio.Cassette Course is available by Mail for the
Registration Price plus an additional fee of $250.

PROFESSOR JEFF

A. FLEMING

Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant

For the past twelve years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career
towards the development of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to
aid Law Students and Bar candidates in exam writing techniques and
substantive law.
·
·
Mr. Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep
' Seminars and First, Second and Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is
the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the Founder
and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars
involving intensive exam writingtechniques designed to train the law student
to write the superior answer. He is the Founder and·Lecturer of Long/Short
Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the Publisher of the
Performance Examination Writing Manual, the Author of the First Year Essay
Examination Writing Workbook.the Second Year Essay Examination Writing
Book, and the Third Year Essay Examination Writing Book. These are
available in Legal Bookstores throughout the United States.
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at
Western State University in Fullerton and is currently a Professor at the
University of West Los Angeles School of Law where he has taught for the
past ten years. He maintains a private practice in Orange County, California.

·r-~--------------------------------~~--,
REGISTRATION · FORM

I
I
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

City:

(Please Type or Print)

________......,..______ State: - - - Zip:

-----,I

for Information Regarding the Seminars or

telephon~: 1 - - - 1 - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·•

Registration Procedures, please write or call:

LawSchoole-·- - - - - - - - - ' - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - YearofGraduation'-·- - :

·FLEMING'S -·
. FIJNDAMENTAlS OF ·LAW
11661 Criptana • Mission Viejo, C~lifomia 92692

714/770-7030

February: LJT _ _ _ S / f _ _ _

July: L/1' _ _ _ S / f _ _ _

Year Desired: r9__
. _

Representative C r e d i t - - - - - - , . - - - - - - - - - - - Office Uiie Only
Form of Payment: 0 Check O Money Order (Make Pa!JOble lo: Fleming's Fundamentals of Law)
Mail tltis Registration Form 1o,

FLEMING'S fUNDAMENTAI.S OF LAW

21661 Criptana, Mission Viejo, California 92692 • 714/770-7030 • Fax: 714/454-8556

I
.I
I
I
I
I

L--------------------------------------~

•••

Tiu U•iveni!J of Sa• Dugo Sdlool ofI..art,

- - ,,

. . . .SIii: It's all tlu p/Jotograplun fauh!
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Our Official True
Romance Columnist
Serves as Bridesmaid
By ELIZABETH FRIEDLAND
I got my first speeding ticket this past
summer. I wasn't surprised. My day was
full of bad luck. It was the day my brother
got married. And I was a bridesmaid.
There is a law that bridesmaids must look
as fat and ugly as possible, so as not to
outshine the bride. And there was no
exception to the rule here. The dresses
~ere pinR--itnd~£affeta. They even gave
me the big spiel about how I could wear
it again with a more casual shoe and no
one would even guess I wore it for a
wedding. Rig/JI.
First, I couldn't fill the bust if my life
depended on it. Then, it had what my
mother affectionately termed, the tushy
enhancer. You know, a huge obnoxious
bow that makes your behind look like the
biggest birthday present in the world.
And I swear there weren't sleeves, but
wings on the arms. I still believe that with
a good wind I could have flown down the
aisle. The dress was really something. It
was so big and stiff--it had a Ii fe ofi ts own.
I begged my mother just to send the dress
down the aisle without me and nobody
would even notice. No deal.
Now don't get ine wrong. I was thrilled
.that my only sibling was getting married.
I couldn't be happier for him. He's older
than me. He should get ~arried first. But
I would've been more than happy to
,, \\'atch from t,he si~elines. Or watch it in
reruns on the video. I dido 't need to be in
the wedding.
Weddings are extremely tiring for those
involved. The.. was about eight hours of
picture taking before it even started. It is
amazing how many pictures they can take
of the bride. All of the same pose. Only
as the hours go by, the bride's naturally
glowing smile becomes frozen and stiff,
as beads of sweat are quickly wiped off
her upper lip. The groom doesn't look
any better. But luckily for him, no one
'cares what he looks like.
We bridesmaids were locked in a closet
_all day waiting for our turn before the
camera. The only good part was ·the
bowls of candy they left for us. We
'cntcrtained,'aurselvcs by eating. I ate so
' much that I was sure they would have to .
· roll me down the aisle. And the vid~o
_;man kept filming us doing nothing, Every
~ time I looked up, he'd be taping me.
'· What was the matter with him? He was
·supposed to be taping a wedding. Y~ars
from now people would not be interested
· ina bridesmaid,stuffingherselfwith candy
and hiding the wrappers in the bust of her
dress.
By the time the wedding started, I was
exhausted. My makeup was smeared.
My fingers were sticky. I was cranky, the
bride was cranky. And before I knew it,
the ceremony was over. I barely blinked
and my brother was stepping on the wine
glass. People were mazel toving all over
the place and the whole thing only lasted
two minutes.
The reception was beautiful. The band
was amazing. Everyone danced the Hora.
I even danced with my brother forthe first
time. Andthclasttime. No,no. ltdidn't
hurt, really. But ifyou could just carr:y me
Please T11,. To Page 12, Co/1111111 3 . _

EXTRA-LEGAL

Bar Revi• w:: & i i ~

RisJ Tlvirlives Jo,,(m,ii.fJ Jf01if: . ··

r..s,

lLsAmbushedby S&MPhotographer: Blac/anal/
Material or Helpful Meet and Greet Aid?
By BELINDA ETEZAD RAcHMAN
So it's not stressful enough to start law
school, meet lots of new people, wonder
if you'll find any individuals you can
relate to and spend a fortune on books
without having to live down a horrible
photograph that your fellow inmates will
refer to over the next ·three years. After
leafing through the booklet of mug shots
left in our mailboxes, I know quite a few
ofus have experienced the horror ofseeing
the worst of ourselves in black and white
for all to laugh at.
Remember that hot, muggy day long
ago, last August 18 to be exact, when you
showed up to register ·for classes and
someone took your picture? You just
walked across campus in the hair-matting
· heat or drove for two days with out benefit
of a shower or a comb to get here and find
some professional (not) photographer
adjusting the lights and waiting for that
moment when you looked your "best."
Then click, immortalizing you for
posterity.
I distinguished myself by having the
'11/Jors/ photo in the entire booklet. After
screaming obscenities in front of my civil
procedure class and banging the book on
the desk, I showed every person in the
class my beautiful ID · picture to prove
that I really can take a very nice picture
and am not the Exorcist's evil twin just
about to spin my head and thr<i;w ··up.

About the beautiful ID picture: when I
went to summer school, they took an OK
picture. Being the vain thing I am, I paid
the extra $5 to have another card made
with a picture I brought in from home. (I
was a film
major as an undergrad
so I have
.
I
an exaggerated sense of aesthetics, so
what ofit?) Since we have to carry these
cards and look at this book for three years,

we want to look our best, n~~ iF
,
I tracked down the guilty;pa~lldto.~
together this book of ·horrors. .'She i~ 4
really nice lady named 'S_ylv1a Loza,., __ _.1
assistant to the Dean of Student.A ~
Carrie Wilson. Upon ex-amina'tion.of~
incriminating evidence, she,lookcit·arm~
and said, "Most people..are:be'1Cr;lodking
;,.
P--kase Tum to Page 12, Co,._,, I ,!

z:te Good. Th 8at1, and The Not So Ug/y After ADI

Mississippi Transfer: Student Relates Problems of Transfers to USD
By HOLLY SoRENSEN
I was driving along the 10 freeway in
Indio, on the way to the Arizona border
when suddenly my stomach dropped as if
I had just been on "Freefall" at Magic
Mountain. All I could see in my rear-view
mirror was an angry cop vigorously
pointing me to the side of the road. I
immediately took my foot off the gas
pedal, as if he wouldn't notice my drastic
curtailment of speed. I turned to· my
mother, who was in the passenger seat
and just said "0/J my God!' She, norl
apparently realized how fast I was going.
When the officer approached the car he
was fuming. He was so red I thought he
was going to burst--actually he did ... at
me. He said that he'd been following me
for the last five miles, trying to get my
attention to pull over. I thought to m:y_sclf:
"that's because my entire car is packed
and I can't se.e outthe rear view mirror! ...
on second thought, I had better not
explain. I smiled sweetly and put on
every ounce of finesse I could; however,
the only thing in my favor was that my
mom was in the car with.me. Needless to
say I got two citations: speeding (let's just
say I didn't double the speed limit) and a
failure to pull over. What a way to start my
trip--1 can't even get out of California!
This was the first leg of my trip to "Mi-s-s- i-s-s i-p-p-i." "Why?" you ask? "To
go to law school." Again, you ask-Mississippi--why?! What's there besides
rednecks, hot, humid weather and "grits"
(a Southern specialty--its like lumpy
cream-of-wheat). I transferred to USD
after spending my first year oflaw school
in the South. ·Back to why I went, which

is t!k most commonly asked question.
Having been born and raised in California,
I wanted to get out of the' state and
' "broaden my horizons"-no/! I simply
wanted to travel and see a different part of
the United States.
Since I've lived on the cast coast and
the midwest, I opted ,for a different
segment of the world--and believe me, it
is a different world. They are still fighting
the Civil War there; in fact, I was asked if
· I were a "yankcc," because of my accent'.
Ycs; Southerners considered I had an
accent because I dido 't drawl, like saying
"ya'II." Actually, they believed everyone
from California would speak like they
were from the valley--"Oh fer sure, like
everyone would totally talk like that."
Actually, when I got back I noticed this
group of. guys (whom I won't mention)
saying ~dude, like are you going to bar
review?"
Anyway, to continue my saga ... yes, it
gets better (or. worse). Since the officer
told me that he would be checking on me
(as if to make sure my journey was safe),
I promptly set the cruise control for "55,"
and went on my merry way... or so I
thought. . The next night I was' feeling
extremely ill, so ill that I broke out in
hives and was suffering from a severe
allergic reaction to something. At this
point we have just gotten to Tucson,
Arizona. My mom had to literally drag me
to the emergency room where I was put
on an IV for the next six hours, due to
dehydration.
I told my mom that _this was ominous
and that something was telling us that I
shouldn't go to Mississippi. She said,

"Don't worry, things will get hcmcr...
Better? How could they possillly gc,t
worse?! (I didn 'teven mentientharbdotc
we got on the road~ I bad ..to 'Pick ,qp ffi:Y1
mother from the airport. H owe.vet;, sh~
told rrie thewrqngairpon. f'founll.ihis,o~t
when I called to sec ifher p1ane a:rrw.cd-<tn~ ,
time so I proceeded to go .dhc
airport. What docs my m:om do? ~
switches her flight to comC'inm the aiqi,'~
she had originally told ow. 'N eed I 1i1W
more?).
,
;~
The rest of the trip was smoo-ih ,sa1lin
i<
-its always fun to be coopcd .u:ptin* · r
forthrecdays. Fi~ally!ar1'tvcdk>." me 0 . ·•
my roommate--K,m Ditty. Wew.crClltlt\tf
by the housing coordinator 01 Clllllft $
and had_only spoken o~ ihe;.phonc;a~
times. Upon mcciing'hbt·'!&c~'"H' t
Holly Jean; how ya 'II driin? J IWillS
_fixin' to ridc _to thcJitncyJuqglc;;aolf , -.
my buggie up with .morsels, 'Mlhao ,~
"Big Mama" called an.cl itfila mr.c thbJ
lriuch she missed me. 1j ust'89ua'llcil~
eyes out!" I said, '" What? '¥our~rmoan
told you she missed ymi!" Tiranslai~:
"Hi Holly, how arc -y.ou ,Aeiqg?
~
grandma called and -tdWI 1111C 1hmiv mwdh
'"'~
she missed me and I didl"'
Again I looked.at mivnwm'aiit'hlhenn?
-I'll have to lcamancw~ ~
Then WC all starte.d'te~am! H inally
started to get acdfinnaall.wiild lrc~
After the initial d"~glifhtl~
very cautious about . . . ~"'
haul you intojail i f -pup D llllilos~
~he speed limit.;,. I '111B !tdll. ~
enough though,, '¥f1II IDIMlllil ll'llllll!''. 4
concealed weapon :an.I j lllll mp maill
' Please T11111
f/Z. C ,Jj
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S&M Photographer

that he was married and his wife already
knew he was crazy but ifhe ever came up
(Continued from Page 11)
in person. I don't know why it is but most for a judgeship and someone went looking
of you look awful, maybe it's the camera for his law school photo, this would be
in security."
bad. But not to worry Charles, my morn
Ms. Loza described the process ofroping is a judge and you wouldn't believe the
unsuspecting students into the grip of the kind of silly photos that never surfaced to
photographer and said that those who haunt her. To say nothing of the juvenile
didn't get their pictures taken during delinquent daughter with the technicolor ·
registration were informed, via file folder, past.
to come irt fortheirrnake up photo session.
My newfound buddy Chris Lamb looks
As you can see by the blank spaces in the like she just got busted for robbing a
book 19 clever people escaped the liquor store. Anyone around her for a
humiliation inflicted by the Marquis de second would fall into her beaut1ful blueKodak.
green eyes and be charmed by her
I decided to find some of my fellow vivacious personality and easy laugh.
unfortunates to see what they had to say When she first saw her photograph she
about this situation. I examined the book realized she was a beauty emergency.
- '-· ~~looking for the most obvious choices. I Wouldn't it have been thoughtful forthe
liked the look of Jeffrey Hale. I had a photographer to say, "Hey babe, g~ put
black eye once and could relate to the your head under the blowdrier for a few
tough guy look. I heard that he had been minutes." Why didn't the lights and bells
injured in a surfing accident and, being and warning sign go off when she got in
gruesomely fascinated by the tragedies of front of the camera. N oV: she's stuck with
others, hop~d fortales of something more this frozen, stiff image for the next three
long years. .
.
dramatic.
· Jeff reported that yes indeed, after
Inna Shapiro really isn 't Lena Horne's
arriving from his home in Denver, he · long lost demented cousin. Joe Katz is ·
dectded to try body surfing and was rudely way bett9r looking than that photo. One
introduced to the hard wet sand when he.' student said a lot of her friend "just
crashed face first into the beach. His freaked" when 'they saw the pictures of
black eye has actually been a social asset themselves in the book. If Elvis is alive,
as an ice breaker with strangers wanting he may be calling himself Michael Sarrao
to hear the story. The world is full of and attending law school at USO.
peopl<;: who slow down to look at car Elizabeth Skane is a truly stunning beau~
accidents on the highway.
. who is so much better looking than her
GeoffGibbs,Jeffs pal, wasn't the least photo I think there may be a tort action.
-c~ bitupsetwhen the picture he thought was And I drive to school with Laura Blan~y
solely for his ID card, showed up in a book every day, her head is no bigger than
left in everyone's folder. He is sure we anyone else in school.
will all throw it away after looking at it
OK here's the deal. I say all those who
twice. When he went to high school in hate their photo should march right over
Boston they had the courtesr to request to Sears, Target or where ever they have
self selected photos for use in their "mug those portrait package deals where you
book." Now there's a good idea to protect · get 1Ob little pictures, two 8xl Os and two
next yeat's unsuspecting 1Ls.
Sx7s for $13.95. We could have a photo
I went looking for Charles Bouldin. He exchange at lunch time and paste in the
will forever b_e remembered as the guy new flattering photos in each others'
who looked like a naked lady with amazing books. Cause I just know Geoff is wrong.
proportions walked in front of him just as Who would throw away a treasure like
his photo was being taken. He said his that when you could have so many laughs
initial reaction was one of shock. He too at my expense? And think of all the new
thought the picture was only for his ID friends you could make in the process. I
card. When asked if he thought this mad.~ a bunch today while I was
image would crimp his social life, he said interviewing people for this.
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By COLLEEN CURTIN
Dear Ms. Motions,
I am a first year student, and I really like
this cute girl in my section. I know she
wants to buy some commercial outlines,
and I told her I'dhelp herout. Unt'ortunately,
I don't know where to begin myself. I
bought a 1/]gallines, but none of the cases
seem to correspond to class. Can you give
me some advice so I can impress her?
Scamming and Studying in San Diego
Dear Scamming,
It is doubtful that this young woman will
be impressed with either your outlining
advice or the size of your briefs. It is my
suggestion that you ask her on a date
unrelated in any way to the misery of law
school. As far a~ your O)Vll. inquiry into
commercial outlines, there is much debate
,_ ~ over which, if any, are in fact the most
helpful. ltis relatively undisputed, however,
that Gilberts is excellent for first year
Property. Before you spend obscene
amounts on such tools, however, ask your
mentor if he or she has some for you.
As you have discovered with Legallines,
some outlines correspond specifically to a
particular textbook. Be sure to check that
the authors listed on the cover of such
outlines are in fact the same individuals
who authored your hook.
Dear Ms. Motions,
I ama third year student. As oflate I have
spent every day at the beach drinking.

Yours, Wasting Away in Margaritaville
Dear Wasting,
Perhaps your letter is incomplete. Where
is the problem?
Dear Ms. Motions,
Hi! I'm a second year with a slight
problem. Thehiringpartnerofa prominent
San Diego law firm has just invited me to
dinner at the Hotel Del Coronado.
Unfortunately, etiquette is not my forte. I
reallydon'twanttoembarrassmyself. Help!
Uncouth and Uncultured In San Diego
Dear Uncouth,
Since itis not feasible to provide an entire
guide to gracious living in the course of a
paragraph, I wiH make three basic
suggestions. First, ata formal dinner; always
wait until everyone has been served before
beginning.
Secondly, approach utensils from the
outside of your plate and proceed inward.
Used utensils should be placed together at
a diagonal with the fork tines down when
you are finished with each course. The
spoon, knife, and fork whi$!h remain above
your plate are for dessen. Third, always
push your soup away from you, and try not
to slurp. Remember: "As little ships sail
out to sea, I push my soup away from me."
Good luck, and remember that etiquette
is merely 'the art of making others feel
comfortable and being comfortable with
yourself. Whatever you do, don't order the
lobster.

THE MOTIONS TOP TEN LIST: TOP TEN THINGS
NOT TO SAY IN A JOB INTERVIEW
10.

9.

a.
7.

6.
S.
4.
3.

2.

Didn't I see you at the .Quayle In .'96 rally?
Ood Is My Copilot.
I go to USD.
I am the Walrus. c,, c,, Ca C/J,,I
I played for the Padres.
Is that a roll of Certs In your pocket or ...
Are you are memher of the Hair Cluh for Men?
I'm pregnant and you're the father.
let me tell you, I was lucky to get out of Waco alhref

I'm not Just a memher el the SBA, I'm the
President!

1.

worth going to are Atlanta (host to the
ne~tSuperbowl and Olympics), and South
(Continuedfrom Page 11)
Carolina. I found that the South really did
second semester you could "drink and have charm with its lush foliage greens
drive." Since therewasn'tanythingtodo · andthepeoplewhowereextremelywarm
in Mississippi, after looking at the and genuine.
plantations, greasy food, and Civil War
Both law schools are similar in that the
relics, everyone "drank." I think this is a majority of people are friend ly and open .
common thread in law schools but thest I am surprised how socially the law .
law students drank morning, noon and students interact here as they did in the
night (well, maybe that's true for some of ·. South. Going to a commuter school for
you).
· undergrad made me thinkitwould be like
Once school got underway and I met · that her as well. In the South, the class
some friends, we took offon the weekends sizes were smaller and predominately from
to neighboring states like Louisiana. If the South. The teachers' styles varied
there ever is a reason to visit the South-- from thesocratic method to lecture format.
visit New Orleans during "Martygras" or In fact, visions of the "Paper Chase"
("Partygras," as the cajunscall it). People hurled in my head when my civil
comefromallovertheworldtoexperience procedure teacher (from Harvard) had
it. It definitely beats the rose parade-- most of us in tears on the first day. He
they actually throw you things off the basically made us feel totally inadequate
floats ... for free! Private clubs fund these and had no reason to be there. In fact, he
floats and have a series of parties and called on me every, single day! I see a
celebrationsinhonorofLent. ThisisAsh wide range of teachers h~re as well and
Wednesday and the day before is called find that amidst the drastic cultural
~•Fat Tuesday" because you have to eat, differences, law school and the students
drink (and drink some more) and be merry are similar in many respects. One observer
all you can before Wednesday. Everyone noted: The pace of law school is at pace
stands around while necklaces(Martygras with the speed at which Californians live
beads),toys,candy,comrnernorativecoins their li,ves; to the fullest, ahead of the
and cups are thrown outinto the screaming times, and always on the go. A Southerner
crowd.
would observe that the pace oflaw school
I thought, how could people get so is completely separate from the slow pace
crazy over this junk?. Believe, you do--1 of the South; however they would query:
was sitting on top of a mailbox, just as "How can you live life to the fullest when
competitive as the next for a "throw" ya'llarealwaysonthego-:there'snotime
(that's what they call the goodies they to enjoy life or being ahead of the times.
throw off the floats. . This is when I Who knows, maybe there is some truth to .
thought going to T{.lane might be the that. In any event, I'm back home, back
best option yet... on second thought, I'd · on the go... Who knows where I'll end
never get anything done. Other places up?!

Adventures in Dixie

The Reluctant Bridesmaid

knew I was speeding. Now, what kind of
trick question is that? Ifl say yes--that's
back to my table I'd much appreciate it... clearly a wr~ng answer because then I
I ~till have the bruises on my foot.
look like someone who doesn't care if
The food made a really ni~e they disobey the law. If I say no--then I
presentatjon. ' Never mind what it tastes look like some big idiot who doesn't pay
like, as long as it looks well-presentable. attention and doesn't know what they're
I can't tell you what the br~wn stuff was doing. I went the idiot route. He starts
over the chicken, but it certainly looked writing me a ticket.
well with the orange goo on the side. My
Then I tried crying. I blubbered that I
favorite, however, was the cake. Pure never had a ticket in my whole life and
sugar. Pure heaven. They served it that my brother just got my married and
before most of the guests returned to their it must have been temporary insanity.
seats. Lucky me, I was able to eat four or Don't try that. He got real mad. He
five other people's pieces.
convinced me that my whole life was
So drugged with food and my foot ruin~d and I could never be a lawyer and
aching, I headed back to San Diego. Out I could never get marr_ied. All because of
of nowhere, I get pulled over by a cop. A one speeding ticket.
real big guy. Real mean too. He barked
In the end, I paid $250.00 a..;_d went to
at me to get out of the car. So I get out in traffic school. My broth eris living happily
my bridesmaid dress and I swear he was ever after. And I have the prettiest doormat
laughing at me. Then he asked me if I · on the block. It's pink taffeta.
(Continuedfrom Page 11)
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Guilt By Association-basking in the light of
reflected infamy
By BELINDA RACHMAN
"Oh my God, Matt's brother is on
television!" My old roommate's brother,
Michael Dowd, is on the national news as
part of the biggest investigation of
crooked New York City cops since
Serpico. If I hadn't been so busy in
criminal law this•sum mer I would have
noticed this event. Without being in
New York having the benefit of the Post's
72-point headlines screaming, "Hey, over
here, check this out," it's easy to miss
th~e important milestones in my friend's

l+'VfSJust for some color commentary on th is
Dowd syndicate, my roommate Matt used
to tel I me the most amazing stories of this
guy's exploits. Besides hearing the tales
of Michael sbll ing the drugs he had
confiscated in busts in order to make a
little money on the side, I learned that he
would steal the credit cards and
identification from wallets that were
"turned in." But after hearing testimony
about these cops beating hundreds of
people, maybe all those wallets "fell out"
of the pockets of his "sparring partners."
He gave my friend Matt someone else's
drivers license so Matt could avoid being
identified by his real name in unpleasant
encounters with anyone who might
require identification.
Now selling drugs, while not an unusual
activity fora lot of young New Yorkers, is
a little unseemly for police to be engaging
in. But drug dealing bycopsdidn'tshock
me as much as the wallets. That was such
a personal violation; it just felt creepy to
know a copwoulddo something like that.
When I would tell Matt his family was
white trash he'd get all upset and say that
those affc;cted could get new credit cards
and drivers licenses. All this seemed
normal to Matt since he had stolen cars to
use in demolition derbys and had a gun to
his head when he got caught in a robbery,
all as a teenager.
So what's this got to do with law school?
Is this just more evidence that a deviant
has found her way among all the nice law
students at USO? Do you see the
connection between the question asked
by the drug and alcohol educator at this
last orientation about whether you would
turn in a drug abusing colleague at your
firm and your duty as ·" officers of the
court" to report unlawful activities? Since
we are expected to keep our behavior on
the right side of the law what does that
mean if we have lots of friends who
engage in illegal activities? Do we have
to cut ourselves off from all our
wonderfully colorful friends?
Since Matt got married his wife has
see n to it that he has been kept away from
all his old friends. I was one of the very
few from the old crowd who was even
invited to the wedding, but even I have
been phased out over the years between
the new baby, the new business and me
leaving New York. I feei so bad for what
my pal must be going through, having a
close relative in a jam and all.
Hallmark just doesn't make a card for
this yet.
At the same time it is an uncomfortable
reminder that about three or four years
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Clinton'sHealthPlanlsHeldTo TheLiiht--Not
A Dry Eye In Sight
When Government By Sob
Story Rules the Day, We
All Soffel"'

another who had been forced onto welfare
to qualify for Medicaid, been denied
coverage because of a pre-existing
condition, or sent into debt to pay for a
lifesaving operation. His response to
these portraits in poignancy is always the
same: it is just this· sort of situation that
points out the need for his plan. His
responses are calculated to satisfy the
audience, but as usual, there is a
conspicuous avoidance of specific
discussion of the mechanics ofhis compl~x
scheme or its costs.
'
The administration seeks to have the
public believe that our health-care system
is like thatofSub-Saharan Africa, and that
these hard luck cases are representative
of the average American's experiences
with the present health-care system. This
is absolutely preposterous. For all of its
faults, our present health-care system
offers the best level of care in the world.
If our system is so bad, why do people the

By K. MICHAEL KEMPER
The Earth revolves around the Sun,
dogs bark, and Bill Clinton is on the road
promoting his latest policy initiative to
the lumpen masses. This moinent he is
in Tampa, Florida, pitching his healthcare plan to one thousand freshly-scrubbed
and ideologically correct citizens in
attendance, as well as the television
audience ofTed Koppel's N ightline. It is
in the latter group I find myselflate this
night, watching and listening fora scintilla
of straight talk amongst the morass of
rumors, press leaks, and trial balloons
which has characterized the present
Administration.
What I receive instead is shocking and
disappointing ev.e n to this cynical
observer. Much like
previous town hall meetings
we have all seen, this one
consists of Bill and Ted
selectively fielding queries
from the audience and
responding. Except · that
~. CUHHINGHAM
most of the audience
I,
members don't have
fOSTE.R
substantive questions. In
fact, most of the questions
Ca\llDIOL.06V
went something like this:
~PlltAC'flCE ~11
• Mr. President, my
name is Joe Lunch pail, and
I'm unemployed. Have
been for six years. My wife
split, and my teenage
daughter suffers from
chronic
projectile
anacatharsis. Her hope for
recovery is bleak, and she
has trouble keeping friends . .
She's been in and out of
treatment, and all I have to
show for it is $298,000 in
~•1992 Tritlone Media services '
medical bills (produces
tattered stack of bills). It's
just not fair, Mr. President,
what am I supposed to do?
world over come here for catastrophic
Such moments show the President at care? The average American has a job and
, his best--eyes downcast, biting his lower health insurance, and when hospitalized,
lip, demonstrating to all that he feels their he or she can expect to receive state of the
pain (after watching him, I have no doubt art care. These endless stories that pull at
that he literally does). Rather than the heartstrings about the plight of the
providing the answers to hard questions uninsured are being used not to inform
that the public deserves, the President the public on the details of Clinton's plan,
would rather play the compassionate but to create an emotional atmosp'h ere in
listener in a seties of mini-dramas which any change is considered an
featuring one aggrieved citizen after improvement.
That certain facetsofourcurrent health
are grossly inefficient is obvious and that
from now I wil I be forced to chose between some changes are necessary is undeniable.
distancing myself from people and Given the importance of the health care
activities that may reflect badly on me, debate, what is needed is reasoned debate
becoming an informer or remaining true on the substance and merits of proposed
to myself and facing the consequences.
changes, as well as frank discussion about
From the looks of most of you it's hard to the costs. What the American public gets
imagine you will have to make the kinds instead is a policy package worked out in
of personal calls I will, but you may be privateandsoldbeforedetailsarereleased.
surprised by the professional situations (A point to ponder: If Clinton's plan is so
that will come up and feel equally torn · wonderful, why does he have to embark
between your "duty" as an officer of the on such a media blitz to sell it to the
court and "duty" as a stand up guy .who public?)
won't narc.
In its latest campaign, the Administration

,.

has taken a page froln Oprah, Phil, Sally,
and all the other purveyors of mid-day
talk show tripe who purport to tackle
pressing issues through emotional appeal.
What we have now arc politics by sob
story, where policy is developed by
mushy-headed emotional responses to
perceived crises rather than by measured
analysis of the current system and
intelligent debate on change.
Enough already! The American people
are not some gullible audience a ta mlgic
show, left to squirm in the dark while
stage managers rearrange the props prior
to curtain time. The public deserves
openness from the . President and Mrs.
Clinton about what they propose for
health care. They are, after all, trying to
rearrange one-se":enth of the U.S.
economy.
Despite the Administration's attempts
deny it, one thing about Clinton's healthcare proposal is clear. ,Jt is a massive
entitlement program with
questionable financing at a
time when the budget deficit
is already obscene. This is
true even if we pretend,
along with Clinton, that
creating a bureaucracy for
health care will ,r educe
paperwork and generate
huge savings. When the
reality of the enormous cost
of the new entitlement
becomes clear, financingwill
have
to
be
found
immediately or the budget
deficit will explode. Clinton
proposes to finance the plan
by rai~ing ~xes on cigarettes
a dollar a pack because
smokers
place
a
disproportionate burden on
the health-care system.
Wha~'s next, a tax on the
terminally ill, the fat, the
sedentary, or the elderly
because they too require
health care more than
average? I make this last
comment with some reticence because with
this Administration this week's outrageous
satire usually becomes next week's policy,
I'm all for taxing cigarettes to the extent
that the market will bear - and then
tripling it. That way, consumption of
· cigarettes will plummet as fast as a
Clintonian cabinet appointment. Under
Clinton's plan, the governmemwill have
to encourage smoking to pay for all the
new goodies.
Despite the obvious nature of these
problems, I predict that they will play no
role in the health-care debate. These
concerns will be swept under the rug in
the enthusiasm to do something about
the heal th-care crisis, whatever that
something may be. It is time for the
· public to grab a hankie, wipe their eyes,
and demand straight talk from the
Administration about reforms to the
health-care system. Andi tis time for the
Administration to stop the tawdry road
shows which take advantage of genuine
suffering to sell a program most citizens
would not want if they knew more about it.
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A Framework For Somalia

The Three Bigs: Why Big Business May Be Badfor America

sy 'c~~PHER Soo'IT TRUNZO

states prostrate and susceptible
By VINCE FARHAT AND
buy regulation of working we paid out in 1992 for healt~
' Never ieave an dang~rous to programs like' the Marshall
ROBERT LITTLE
conditions, including the care, over 200 million of th,at
~~~~y, behind you. For two plan. The point is, when you
If you think Big Business is upcoming higher minimum wage arguably should have been paid
th~~saiid
years
this
has
been
the
defeat
an
enemy,
defeat
him
leading
. the charge against and laws against the hiring of out either by a go.v ernme·nt
::;
). · ...
)
milXim by which all successful utterly and irretrievably, save govc:mmentregulation and taxes, replacement workers.
program, or by another employer .
think again. Walter · Ma:yer,
gd-y:~r~ments have operated. compassion for reconstruction.
Big Business and Big Labor who doe.sn 't offer health
Since the end ofWorld War II, Chrysler's in-house Washington . share a common interest in benefits." And when Big
f(o'm.!he antiquity to the end of
Wo_dcl War II governments either the US has failed to follow its lobbyist on why Big Business preventing the growth of small, Busine~s
lobbies
Big
~a<le ihe former enemy a friend, own example of unconditional should support the Clinton non-union businesses. And they Government, Big _- Business
~('
~n't irely eradicated the surrender followed by interested Administration's health care depend on Big Government to receive subsidies unavailable to
1J<"" ,''.;
epem;y's ability to cause harm. compassion. It has, rather, made plan: "A great deal of those taxes help them. The net effect? small business. Similarly,
who call for negotiations every mistake possible. As an are necessary to relieve the very Higher transaction costs American
automobile
wj#} ~oniali warlord Mohammed example, take Iraq. In an effort unfair cost-shifting burden that throughout the economy, manufacturers--with help from
Farr;1h Aidid and immediate toappear"merciful," the Onited the business community offering increased unemployment, and Labor--can lobby successfully for
withdrawal of American forces ' States halted the Gulf War too health benefits has been saddled s~bsidies for large, inefficient, protectionist trade policies, as
1. . (r~m' Somalia are ignoring history.
early, leaving behind an Iraq with for years."
and uncompetitive companies.
when the Big Three attempted
' Making a friend out of an that is bitter, unrepentant,
Although the small business
The Clinton Administration's to impose higher i~port duties
Ci~c:~y is a difficult business. antagonistic and that still has the community has remained hike in personal income taxes o!11mi.ni.':3;ns, a mar~et,90:y,i!.l~~fd
The ancient Romans did it by capability to . harm American opposed to greater state will hit small businesses by American companies.
first defeating the enemy, then interests in the region.
intervention in the economy, Big disproportionately
hard.
Small and medium-sized
setting him up as a client king, .
The US is now doing the same Business not only fails to ·be Subchapter S firms now pay ten businesses represent the primary
kfpt in power only by Roman thing in Somalia. Somalia itself consistently anti-government, . percent of the income reported engineofAmericanjobgrowth. The
"protection," but in a state of is a profoundly useless piece of but indeed joins With its on tax returns of over $200,000 Small B~siness Administration's
va~salage,giving up all power of real estate. Any strategic value traditional enemies--Big Labor and more than one-fifth of 1989ReporttothePrcsidentasscrted
government while keeping the that it had evaporated with the and BigGovemment--against the income reported on returns over that firms with fewer than 100
nominal kingship and a share of end of the Cold War. American interests of small business and $1,000,000. · The tax increase employees generated 43.7 percent
the. revenue. This course of troops were placed in harm's way MiddleAmerica. Why? Because from 31 % to 36% (plus the ten ofall net new jobs created between
action works only when both for a reason that seems just: the the "Three Bigs" share a percentsurtax on the "weal thy") 1976 and 1986. The 8.3.4 percent of
parties benefit and is predicated preservation of order so that aid common approach to policy- will hit sole proprietorships, American business with fewer than
onthcinitialdcfeatoftheencmy. may be distributed to the starving making, a system through which partnerships, and subchapter S · 20 employees produces almost half
The modern analogue was the masses, but is really an endless each gives--and receives--from corporations hardest. This tax the gross national product.
Order can be the .others, and a mutual increase was favored by a huge
Marshall Plan for the quagmire.
Higher taxes and increased
reconstruction ofGermany at the established only through the antipathy toward small business. list of Fortune 500 companies, federal regulation have been
end of World War II. Rather elimination of the disorderly.
Although it is clear that Big includingGeneralMotors,Philip catastrophic for small firms.
than systematically pillage, as The chief cause of the disorder Labor Is no friend to Morris, and Proctor & Gamble. Arthur Laffer III of the Thomas
the Russians did, the United arc the local warlords, of whom conservatives, conservatives
Whilebigcompaniescanbetter A. Roe Institute for Economic
States gave aid to the former foe, themostobnoxiousisAidid. His should realize that Big Business absorbregulatorycosts,small firms Policy Studies notes that there
in return for which the• U.S. actions have made him and his is at best inconsistent in its struggle to absorb the high are at least three million fewer
w gainedavaluableallyintheCold 5,000 followers the enemy, support for conservative overhead cost of processing jobs in the U.S. economy today
War and a market for American leaving the US with two options, principles.
paperwork, attorney and than would have existed if the
good_s, however the latter may make him our friend or remove
When Big Business wanted . accountantfees,andthestafftime growth ofregulationoverthe last
' have backfirel · 1n any event, a . hisabilitytoharmus. Wecannot more research and developmenf ne~deq to !1av_igate the federa_l 20 years had been slower. Many
frie'~<l ~~is" ~ aJt ~{ a~ enemy simply declare victory and walk capital · from the '' f~de;al regulatory maze. New federa_l regulations increase the cost of
throi:.gh ~o steps, , by utterly off the stllge. Many ;argue that governmt::'.nt, it foun~ ready allies regulations like · the 1990 hiring new workers and thus act
defeating them, and then showing the US should leave, that the among research universities and Americans with Disabilities Act as a hidden tax on employment.
an interested compassion for their removal of American troops a Congress eager to distribute and the 1993 Family and Medical Fortune 500 and Wall Street
plight.
would take them out of danger. the funds. So these businesses Leave Act (F&M LA) tend to put companies can afford to offer the
The wrong way to make a .This is not the case; it would in joined with universities to found small business at a competitive extensive employee benefits
friend ofan enemy is through the fact be an open invitation to all a lobbying concern called costsdisadvantagecomparedwith which may soon be imposed on
exclusive use ofa treaty. Histor;y mannerofterrorists, brigands and Coretech. Small .b usiness profits big business. Less able to raise all companies. One respondent
shows that 'to the violent and other fiends that it is not only little--and pays much--for this prices to compensate for higher in a recent Inc. magazine poll
lawless, a treaty is only "a scrap of perfectly safe to shoot up a few arrangement, having little overhead, small business is more complained, "A small-business
paper," to~be discarded when Americans but that it is also lobbying power on Capitol Hill. likely to cut employee hours and person is just a government
convenient. The track record of productive to do so-- ifyou shoot
If Big Business and Big Labor benefits, defer salary increases, employee without the benefits.
non-aggression trcatjcs negotiated them, they don't fight back, they share lobbying power, it is due in and lay off employees.
I want to spend my energies
,:- between equal sovereigns in the pick up their ball and go home, pan to the backgrounds of the
Big Business and Big Labor producing products, jobs and
20th Century alone is pathetic. leaving the playing field to the lobbyists themselves. Many, if support regulation which results profit, not jumping through
Without some sort of leverage, bullies. The lives you save now not most, arc lawyers. Few arc in reduced job security for non- governmental hoops."
i.e., some form of support, or would be lost tenfold in the promoted from such profit- . union workers and retards job
Conservatives should break
overwhelming military might future.
making departments as growthamongsmall finns, .Often, relations among the "Three Bigs."
combined with the willingness
· Our purpose therefore is production or sales. They are regulationmakesitptefitablefor . Campaign finance reform would
to use it, non-aggression treaties clear, tofindAididandeliminatc based in Washington, away from small firms to fire employees in increase the power of real people::,
are not wonh the air expounded his ability to make trouble. How profit-making operations. Few order to fall below a regulatory including entrcpreneua:s, to affect
by politicians hailing them.
isthistobcdonc? Notbyscnding come to theirjobs "With any strong threshold. For example, a firm policy; term limits would bring
Making sure that an enemy is in I 00 or 200 or even a thousand conv.i ctions about the. role o( . whose optimal size is~ could more citizen-politicians to .
no longer dangerous to you can . troops at a time. Piecemeal government. Many switch.· find it profitable to reduce its W;lshington; tax and regulatory
be done in , only one way, by attacks and micro-management clients frequently. Most are from workforce to 49 after the . enterprisezoneswouldencourage ·
removing her capability to harm arc two of the multitude of elite university backgrounds. F&MLAmadedemandsonfinns · a small busin~ Renaissance in
you in any way, ! directly or reasons that the Vietnam War Most previously worked . in with 50 or more employees.
inner-city areas; market-oriented
indirectly. The lesson to be was lost. Instead, the streets of government. In short, the80,000
Chfys_ler and other big health care reform ,would lower
learned here comes from the Mogadishu must be flooded with lobbyists and "government businesses,
particularly costsofmedicine,andpermitsmall
Treaty of Vers~illes in which enough troops to make it relations" vice presidents along unioni,z ed big businesses, favor busines~s to assist employees
France, the UK and to a lesser extremely dangerous for any of the {( Street corridor, who form health care costs because they with· expenses; a one-time tax
extent the US e;x:acted a punitive Aidid'~ thugs to show their faces. Washington's second-biggest feel it's unfair that 'small creditforentreprene\lrswhostart1 ,
toU on Ger~any after its defeat Generally attackers must and fastest-growi·ng industry businesses get away with not . new businesses, the elimination .
in the first World War. Far from outnumber defenders three to (after government), have little providing health care benefits. of minimum wa~e laws, and
making th.c _G ermans our friends, one to be successful. When such to do with entrepreneurial The Chrysler solution is to lower payroll tax would permit
it further ·embittered them. · numeri,cal . superiority is bu~i.ness.
encourage . the govern!llent to small businesses to expand more
. •·
. .
Being onlf a treaty, it did not achieved~ Aidid and his forces
Beyond. the cooki~-cutter . require a)J businesses to_provide easil_y.
effect the capability of the ' will' quickly be run to ground.
simi'larity of their Washingto9 expensive; hea)_th care. t>enefits, ' The ti me '' h~!! ' come for .·
Once Aidid is d~feated, the representativ<rs is .the i;nµt~al thus, impo~tng Big Business's revoii:itionary cl,-ange:away from :
Germans, once the embittered
populace installed a particularly · US may leave Somalia ·. to the· backscratching~mong the ~rec costson~mallerc~mpeti'tors. Big . gov~rnrnent !llanl!g~ment Qfthe-.
violent and , lawless regime, ,to UN. It is useless to waste talk on Bigs. Big Business and Labor businesses would receive a economy. The· ~i>llusion of fhe
cannot and will flood Capitol Hill with money relative subsidy if smaller Three Biguhrcatens to trap the
make offensive warfare against someone
not
be
our
friend
under these and ~rtificial gr11ssroots pressure; competitors, ~ho are less able tp Uni,t cd Stat~s.in:~ cycle.of ri~ing
the ~est. Compa,re diis to World
War II where the Allied demand circumsum;:cs. . 'o nly the . In return, Big Bus_iness receives afford ben~fits, were required to regulation, taxes, government
for unconditional surrender complete defeat of Aidid will subsidies, protectionism, and provide them. Chrysler's Mayer spending, and unemployment
combined with the concept of allow a clean American much-prized access which can told National Public Radio, "Of with _resulting lower cconomic
· be spent down the road. Unions our 800-plus million dollars that growth.
total warfare left all three Axis withdrawal.
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Free Agency: Baseball's Boon or Bane?

Letters to the Editor

By ERIC SIEGLER
break by going to a competitor. Camden Yards) and smaller '
Once upon a time not so long I'm the first person to say that markets with newly successful
Multiculturalism, Irvine Grant ~fended
ago, athletes spent their entire playersshouldmakcmoncyfrom teams have seen attendance
Christopher Scott Trunzo between Japan and Korea is productive career with one team. baseball, but free agency destroys growth. The price of admission
(USD La'w Reporter, Sept. 21, primarily racial · and cultural; Great players such as Mantle, team cohesiveness. No longer which only 10 years ago gotmy
1993)
criticizes
USD's between England and Ireland, Gehrig, Dimaggio, Cobb, Reese, do we sec great players start and parents, my sister and myself in
"Institutionalizing Cultural and between Israel and various Killebrew, Aaron, Ford and _ finishtheircarccrwithoneteam. for30dollarswithfoodanddrink,
Diversity" program funded by Moslem countries, religious. Koufax allowed teams to build With George Brett's retirement, now costs 60 dollars just 'for
the Irvine grant because he While economics plays some role dynastiesandattractloyalgroups only Robin Yount and Don admission. · Many smaller
per
believes "current multicultural in these disputes, the element offans. Its true thatthcsc: players Mattingly have been with the - markets have tu med to
thought leads toan exacerbation that energizes people to kill each were had little choice once they tcamthcystartedforasignificant view or premium chann~ls ii:i
thccfforttogainassuredincome:
of the differences between us other and justifies the killing is signcdwithatcambutmostwcrc time period.
This leads us into the next . Next year, the playoff gartic~
and the omission of what we the belief that one culture, race, happy just to play the game and
have in common, resulting in orreligionjustifiesmurder. The bepaidforiL Mostplayersdidn't stage: the teams. A team that will be televised regionally so'
intolerance and hatred." newly opened Holocaust even make a lot of money. spends time and money giving a west coasters won't be able to·
Multiculturalism leads to Museum in Washington D.C. MickcyMandcmadelcssmoncy player a break risks that player's watch New York or Baltimore ,_./
"cultural relativism and reminds us that not only did a than the current major league defection. ThePirates are an teams and vice versa. Teams
stagnation" in which "all cultural morally sophisticated nation in minimum. Even inflation can't cxccllentbxamplc. In 1986, the such as the San Diego Padres,
values ... will be held to be equally modern times kill millions ofits account for that disparity. -In Pirates tebuiltthcirteam. They faced with little cable income':'.
valid and hence inviolable." own citizens because it did not order for a player to leave a team brought up a rookie named Barry mediocre fan support .and the
Multiculturalism takes on "a respect cultural diversity--scven he had to retire, go to war or be Bonds and acquired a struggling loss of CBS' large contract took
partic!llarly ·sin_istcr ··_form" ~ in million Jews, gays, gypsies and -traded. Usua_lly a trade meant rookie named Bobby Bonilla. a promising team with young
education, he continues, as it the disabled--but that the your career was on a downswing They ~ave both these men the stars such as Sheffield, McGriff,
denies the reality that United States stood by and did or the owner didn't like you. breaks they needed. In 1987, Hurst, Harris, Jackson, Myers,
"democracy, individual freedom nothing to stop it. You can drive Only occasionally as in the case they solidified their team by Gwynn and Benes and sold it for
and liberty do not come from up Highway 395 to Lone Pine of the 1920'sRedSoxwasaplayer adding Yankee castoff Doug minorleagueprospectsthatmay
Africa,AsiaortheAmcricas, they and see where we locked up · traded for financial reasons. Drabek. Anybody who follows never pan out. The team last
were the product of three thousands of Japanese- (That is right. Babe Ruth was a baseball knows that by only 1990, year posted the best second half
thousand years of European Americans during WWII after cost cutting measure--and you this team had blossomed into the record in baseball and this year
thought..." He concludes that confiscating all of their property. thought the Padres were bad) division champions largely due only Gwynn and Benes were
"it is ironic that the University is Our disrespect for Japanese (they arc: sec below). Believe it to the maturity of those three kept. The result? Attendance is
spending m(>ney that could culture played a major factor in or not, many great players of the players. With Drabek 28, Bonilla down to a major league low
reduce tuition ... on a superficial locking up thousandsofinnocent past made less money per season 27 and Bonds 26, the Pirates 11,000 per game since Sheffield
effort to fit i; "with a political people of Japanese ancestry than their baseball card will sell looked like a dynasty in the left. The team, despite their
for on the open market. The making. Then, after another · cost cutting to the lowest major
vogue already becoming passe." without due process of law.
Multiculturalism and Value trend of loyal players and fans first place finish in 1991, free league payroll, lost 100 games
I want to respond to each of his
Relativism. Multiculturalism continued until the mid agency hit. First target Bobby and still will postafinancial loss.
statements.
The Irvine Grant and the Law does not lead to cultural and seventies. Dynasties such as the Bonilla. Pittsburgh made a good Also, the fans bad mouth the
School. The Irvine grant funds value relativism. The "cause" Yankees and Dodgers had their faith effort to retain Bonilla but team and are embarrassed to
a number of different programs of value relativism is complex, bitter rivalries (Yankees vs. Red thesmallPittsburghcablcmarket - wear the SD' cap. If for some
- at USO. I'm mostly familiar but the essential cause is the Soxt Dodgers vs. Giants) Then couldn't match the large TV reason the moves the Padres
with the Irvine-funded Pro Bono failure of one's own culture to thesupremecourt,initsultimate - contract of the New York Mets made; pan out and the team
a
meaningful wisdomandpoliticalcapitulation who were able to offer a then becomes competitive, the
program at the Law School. provide
Under the auspices of The San understanding of life.. A affirmed the decision to allow a high five plus million dollar Padres will probably have to do
Diego Volunteer Law Program, multicultural perspective may mediocre but highly sou_g ht contract. Bye Bye Bonilla. To it all again in 1999 when their '
USO Pro Bono students assist · lead one to see that value - player tQ li'ccome a "free agent" give Pittsburgh credit, they new stars become fie~ agc:~ts'."'.',
battered women through the absolutism--the belief that your and seek the highest bidder for managed to fiHthe hole and win
A,s we say goodbye to. GCorge
Domestic Violence Prevention values are absolutely right and his services.
a third straight division title. Brett and soon to Yount, we can
program, assist HIV positive their values arc absolutely wrongWhat has free agency meant? Then it was Bye Bye Bonds and only reminisce about the glory
clients through AIDS project, -often leads to intolerance and A three part examination will Bye Bye Drabek. Without a days when Pete Rose would dive
assist the disabled seeking SSI bloodshed. Multiculturalism shed some light. First, the high budget, Pittsburgh couldn't head first, a catcher would block
benefits, and mediate disputes may encourage the creation of players. The players now have match the seven million dollar the plate instead of protecting
in Small Claims court. Other values that reach across culture- theopportunitytomakebundles offers that MVP's and ace his body and a hitter who was
volunteer students mentor "at -for example, the · values of ofmoneyforplayingagame that - pitchers receive on the market. thrown at bya pitcher would dust
risk" students at Kearny High tolerance, humility, and respect. theygrewupplaying. From Barry The team was left with players himselfoffanddigbackininstead School. I have not observed that These values rarely develop in Bonds' seven million dollar · - whose skills were meant to of crying about the danger to his ··
any of these programs have lead the absence of a multicultural contract(eatyourheartoutStcve compliment Bonds, Bonilla and wallet. Now that baseball is
to intolerance, hatred or cultural perspective. Morally matute Austin) to the .200 hitter making Drabek, in other words, no mor'e _ruined, football doesn't seem far
relativism and stagnation. -I people understand that it is $106,000 or more. Ninety championships.
behind thanks to Emmit Smith
cannot imagine how these possible to cherish their own percent of major league baseball
The demise of dynasties and , who would have taken no money ·
programs might 'd o that.
values and, at the sam~ time, to players make as much or more _ cohesive teams brings us to the for the season and watched his:
The Failure to Re.s pect respect the values of others.
than the president of the United . third group: the fans: Attendance super bowl team lose every game
Multiculturalism and Violence.
European
Males
and States who may oi may not have · in large markets such· as New _ rather than accept · 2.5 ·million
The Los Angeles Times recently Democracy. No one to my a harder job. Iull~ws players to York, LosAngelcs,Montrealand doll~rsasopposedi:ohis3.5millioo" '
publjshed alist of current armed knowledge denies that European begreedyoverthatextrahundred San Franci'sco has . fallen off. doll~rrequest. I'ms~retheSn{ith . _
conflicts arourid ·the world and · males have played an important th~usand: Itallow~themtospitc Only '. expansion tcal!ls,: new _ family couldn't cat regularly
their ba;ic causes. What struck role in developing idea~ about tht 'team that gave them their ' stadiums·, (the -S,kydomc, with~ut that extia -million. ' ',,
me in reading through the list democracy
and
liberty.
was that in the vast majority of Multiculturalists add that other Multiculturalism expands our others ' will: ensure that the to think that "European Males
conflicts, people are committing people in other cultures have viewofwhathurnanityisall'about. Europeiln-male values that Mr. ·_have the moral obligation to'
violence on each other because also made useful contributions Once WC have a larger view of Trunzo cherishes will survive.
impose their values on others," is
STEVEN HARTWELL it not equally wrong for non- ··
they do not to respect the and that they should be heard, anything--whether it be a larger
CLINIC PROFESSOR OF LAW European persons to force tlteir' '
multiculturalism existing within too. Multiculturalists add that view of the universe, ofsexuality, or
their own borders. None of the the European development of of me weather-only a repressive
values on others?
conflicts has arisen as the result of these ideas has been one sided political regime can force people to Mr. Trt111ZO Responds:·
All of the counfties listed in Mr. _
,,
I
multiculturalism. Here are some in many respects in part because, _ rctreattothepast. Multiculwralism
Mr. Hartwell and other Hartwell's letter that arc
!'
of the countries the Times lists as Mr. Trunzo correctly states, is a factoflifc in the same sense that apologists for Multiculturalism experiencing ethnic strife are
l,
where the failure to respect the women
were
"unfairly intemational~andintematio",w continue to miss the point. A undenleveloped socially, politically
.I
!
culture of others has lead to uneducated." Actually "unfairly culturcarefaasoflifc. Theironyof dislike of
· mu_lticultural andcconomically. ltisonly through
t
violence: Armenia, Croatia, uneducated" only begins to scratch Mr. Trunzo's position is that only governmental and educational the acceptance of such Western
'
Cyprus, Georgia, Tajikistan, thcsurfacc: European women who the values of multiculwralism will programs can not be equated with values as appreciation and tolerance
Botswana, Djibouti, Ethiopia, sought to be educated and to play protccthiswluesinachangingwodd. a lack ofrespect for other cultures. for divergent
ideas that such
Chad, Mali, Niger, Senegal, a meaningful role in society once His _fundamcnlal message is that
My undergraduate minor was countries can advance. It is
Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, risked burning at the stake.
whoever is politically on top-a in anthropology. I have a great especially ironic that .at a time · ·
t
Zaire, Uganda, Algeria, Bahrain,
Multicultur.dism is Herc toStay- position held for many ycais by understanding of and respect for when nations the world over arc ·-;
Iraq, Egypt, Turkey, ·Bangladesh, -1nankGiodncss. Multicultur.ilism European males-has the moral non-European culture. There isa embracing Western values in an
Bhutan. India, Haiti, Laos, Burma is hardly a passc politicaJ vogue. obligation to impose their values on difference however between attempt to advance their standard
lt
and Sri Lanka. Disputes between Evciy domain of learning, from others. .-As other people move into voluntary learning and forced of living, that the same values are
nations are intensified by asimilar history to psychology to law is _power,onlysomemulticultural ethic marches through culturai now being questioned in the land ·.
lack of respect. The dispute under
transformation. thatrespc:asthcvicwsandvalucsof sensitivity programs. Ifft is wrong of their birth.
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California Bar Exam!
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